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CORRIGENDUM 

The writer i~ indebted to the Minister c! Health of the 
Syrian Arab Republic, H. E. Dr. I. M. Shatti, for pointing out 
that the Pharmaceutical Industry in Syria has not, in fact, 
been privatised. 

Dr. Shatti advised that the private manufacturing sector 
came into existence under the national Investment Law. 

The Industry is covered 
principles embodied in Drug 

by the topics 
Policy in the 

and guiding 
Syrian Arab 

Republic. 
From the time of inception of the industry, Government 

has established a framework of regulations, under constant 
review, for its control; Government bas also established the 
officl! of Assistant Minister of Health, respc1nsible for 
Pharmaceutical Industry. 

The operating conditions in the industry a.re constantly 
monitored by the Ministrv of Health Drug I~~pectorate; 
standards for all medicines in Syria are constantly monitored 
by the Ministry of He·alth Drug Testing Laboratory. 

The above mentioned facts are relevant whenever reference 
is made to "privatisation" in this, or in previous Mission 
Reports. 
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Explanatory Notes. 

1) Thameco: The Arabian Medical Co. Box 97 6 Da.!11.ascus 
Syria. 

2) Dimas; The Syrian Military Pharmaceutical 

manufacturer. 

':t \ Exchange Rate Feb./March 1994: Syrian L42 = US$1.fl0. 
-· 
4) GMI>: Good Manufacturing Practice. 

5) SOP: Standard Operating Procedure. 

6) QA: Quality Assurance. 

7) QC: Quality Contol. 

8) LIMS: Laboratory Information Management Systems. 

9) MOH: Ministry of Health. 

10) MNC: Multinational Corporation. 

11) GD: General Director (of Thameco) 
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ABSTRACT. 

The project DP/SYR/92/008 was conceived to enable the 
integrated development of pharmaceutical industry in Syria. 
The UNIOO component was to establish ind'l:.stry standards. The 
future of the public sector company Thameco, was subsequently 
seen by Government, to play a major role in the evolution of 
pharmaceutical manufacturing in coordination with the rapidly 
growing private sector. 

In keeping with the original objectives of the Project, 
the UNIDO STC has reported on the standards of a cross section 
of companies from the private manufacturing sector. 

In accordance with the requirement to evaluate Thameco, 
each technical and managerial element has been explored and 
reported. The Report presents a blueprint for the 
administrative, managerial, and technical rehabilitation of 
the_· company. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Project Number DP/SYR/92/008 was conceived at the time 
when the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector was privatised in 
1989. 

Until that time, the sector had comprised essentially two 
manufacturing operations in the public sector; namely Thameco 
and Dimas. Since the bulk of Dimas' production was not 
available to the general publi~, Thameco was the only national 
company represented in the market-place; the following work 
therefore is confined to the Thameco situation. 

The legal and administrative infrastructure was 
appropriate to handle the relatively un-complicated demands of 
Thameco at that time, and the Company was able to supply 40% 
of the market demand for phar~aceuticals. The Company was not 
operated along commercial lines in that its activities were 
confined to the techni..;al aspects of converting imported Raw 
and;- Packing materials into Finished dosage forms. 

Its buildings were suitable to their purpose and the 
equipment provided was amongst the best available at the time. 
However, general wear and tear, coupled with lack of 
systematic maintenance caused a progressively rapid decline in 
the Company's ability to meet the demands placed upon it. 
Buildings were no longer up to the standards necessary for the 
safe handling of medicinal products and machinery stood idle 
through absence of spare parts. Thus, what the writer had 
described as "one of the best equipped public sector factories 
yet seen" rapidly became a worn out shell with an immense 
demand for capital investment if it were ever to be re
habilitated. 

The national pharmaceutical legislation had not been 
significantly advanced when, in 1988, the decision was made to 
de-regulate the pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. Within a 
very sho;t period of time there was a proliferation of new 
pharmaceutical factories throughout the nation, each one 
apparently set up according to its founder's interpretation 
of GMP. Since many of the founders were not pharmaceutically 
quali£ied or experienced, the overall picture was of an 
industry entirely devoid of standards operating within an 
administrative framework which was incapable of applying 
rat~onal and objective control or direction. 

Having witnessed the changes and the explosive, 
uncontrolled ir.dustry expansion, UNI DO offered to the 
Government of Syria a project for the · introduction of 
standards for pharmaceutic.al production be:ssed upon 
internationally accepted norms. This project was subsequently 
incorporated into an ongoing WHO country program which became 
DP/SYR/92/008. 

I I II I 
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SUMMARY. 

The project is a joint WHO/UNIDO activity which aims to 
strengthen the pharmaceutical sector in Syria through both the 
regulatory authority and the manufacturinq sector. 

The UNIDO component, first mission, is covered by the 
following Report. 

Since the project is intended to benefit the nation of 
Syria rather than any segment of the manufacturing industry, 
the UNIDO STC has attempted to take a balanced view of the 
situation and fieldwork has been spread over a wide ranqe of 
manufacturing plants. However, since there is also a specific 
requirement to rehabilitate the public sector company, 
Thameco, to its role as a supplier of low price, high quality 
medicines for the poor and needy people of Syria a major part 
of the STC activity has been spent in analysing the present 
st~tus of Thameco and presenting concrete proposals for the 
rehabilitation of the Company. 

The private sector has expanded to now include 38 
factories. These range from a few large companies which would 
rate hiqhly by international standards to the smallest 
companies operating out of badly converted domestic houses. 

Awareness of, and compliance with GMP, Validation, 
IS09000, Product Profiles etc. ranges from excellent to very 
poor. In some of the ·small factories even basic test equipment 
is not fully understood. Similarly, attitudes amonqst the 
factory operators ranges from open and enthusiastic, to 
defensive. 

With the exception of the larger companies and those with 
Mul tin..itional links which have access to their principal' s 
specialities, the typical factory is attempting to create a 
market based on a small number of well known, well tried 
molecules, with minor variations to present the impression of 
a novel medicament. These "brand name generics" are in a 
fiercely competitive market in which low price and aggressive 
promotion are the principal selling points. This does not 
appeor to be an attractive market into which to relaunch 
Thameco; the writer is proposing that the company should 
consolidate in strategic products and seek to develop into 
niche markets. 

The private manufacturing sector is ·estimated to be 
capitalised to a value of approximately US $150m. On the basis 
of tablet making capacity it is estimated that there is an 
installed manufacturing capacity in excess of the national 
requirement. This fact, together with the limited market, 
limited product ranqe and pricing policy gives cause to fear 
the development of a counterfeit drugs trade. 
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The private factory operators are looking for their 
survival to the export market; this will not be an easy one 
since the neighbouring countries all have well established, 
competent and aggressive industries, and historically, Syrian 
made products have not enjoyed a good reputation. 

The private sector manufacturers, particularly those with 
major investments in non-productive equipment such as 
electronic and optical laboratory instruments, and electronic 
data processing equipment wi:l f.i.nd it difficult to recoup 
their overheads in the Syrian market where the cost of drugs 
has traditionally been low; inevitably ':here will be intense 
pressure for price increases. There is a risk that many of the 
smaller companies will not survive and that some of the larger 
companies, already operating at reduced capacity, may be 
forced to review their investment policies in Syria. 

Private Sector factory operators have commented to the 
writer that "Quality is a negative asset". As in any 
manufacturing activity, high quality and low price are 
mutµally exclusive. Thus, the manufacturers perceive that the 
industry will drift in the direction of the cut-price 
manufacturers who have not provided the analytical and 
validation facilities needed to properly control the quality 
of the product, and who have not installed the expensive 
systems required to support an acceptable standard of GMP. 
There is merit in this argument. 

Also in the private sector there is a feeling that the 
regulatory authority ·represents a threat to their investment. 
By contrast, in the regulatory sector, there is a perception 
that the manufacturers are totally profit motivated and will 
resort to unethical methods in order to maximise their profit. 

Arising from these perceptions, there is a tangible "us 
and them" mentality which should be resolved to provide the 
best environment for the development of an industry producing 
safe and effective medicines for the people of Syria. 

Industrial development is happening worldwide; in Syria, 
it has started with some excellent developments in the 
pharmaceuti·~al sector which, if handled well can have great 
value· for the nation. Government, and the private 
manufacturers must enter a dialogue, and accept joint 
responsibility for its sustained and satisfactory evolution. 

By contrast with the rapid progress of the private 
sector, the public sector manufacturers Thameco, and Dimas, 
find themselves in difficulties. After years of neglect their 
buildings and equipment are in desperate need of repairs and 
moderni'sation. The improved conditions offered in the p'rivate 
sector ·have caused serious staff erosion and the techn'icians 
remaini·ng in the public sector are seen to have developed a 
negative attitude regarding the realisation of improveme,'nt for 
their own situation. 
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Thameco was the main subject "'f the writer's investigation, 
therefore what follows should be read only in context of that 
company. 

The company is administratively located within the Ministry of 
Industry GC which puts out an annual instruction regarding the 
total volume of items to be produced. The breakdown of items into 
individual dosage forms is provided by the Ministry of Health, All 
finished products are transferred to a third instrumentality, 
Pharmex, which looks after the commercial and distributive 
activities. There is clearly the arrangement; for the survival of 
Thameco, this situation must be rectified prompLly. 

Thameco places great importance on appointing suitably 
qualified technologists to middle management production jobs. This 
is a good policy and should be reflected at all grades in the 
company. The policy of having a pharmacist in the position of GD of 
the company is also good, but administrative assistance should be 
provided to deal with the time consuming formalities which 
accompany the position. This will free the GD to spend maximum time 
in the technical business of running the company. 

·-,- The writer has witnessed the separation of three General 
Director from the company since 1989. Naturally, such a high rate 
of managerial change brings with it inherited problems for the new 
GD. The writer, in the role of uninvolved third party, has 
attempted to address some of these problems with a view to 
preventing the repetition of some of the problems which hav~ caused 
difficulties to previous General Directors. 

The system of procurement of imported raw and packing 
materials has resulted in Thameco losing some important sources; 
additionally, unusable material has been purchased in the past and 
this represents a disposal problem for the company. 

The inability of Thameco to respond to urgent requirements for 
antibiotics and its frequent out-of-stock situation has attracted 
adverse comment from the authorities. This situation is not 
insoluble, but for its correction a total revision of the company's 
purchasing policy is needed. 

On first contact with Thameco in 1988, it was the writer's 
opinion that Thameco was one of the best equipped public sector 
companies yet seen. This observation still holds true, but time and 
lack of spare parts h~s now reduced some of the equipment to the 
irreparable stage where it represents a risk to both product and 
operators. It is wrong for such equipment to be retained in 
produ~tion areas and, in the following report the writer has 
provided details of which equipment must be promptly removed from 
production areas. 

The generally run down appearance cf Thameco is due to three 
major causes. Firstly, the buildings were erected at a 
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time when modular construction was not employed thus it has 
not been possible restructure the internal layout to 
accommodate changes in equipment and technology. Secondly, the 
annual shut down for repairs and maintenance has been 
neglected for several years. Finally, there has been no policy 
for development of the industry. 

It is not too late to rehabilitate Thameco, but instant 
improvement must not be expected. The company has been allowed 
to decline f0r too long and improvements will be both slow and 
expensive, however, with support, Thameco can again play an 
important role in the s~.lpply of good quality medicines in 
Syria. There is nothing that the private sector can do which 
cannot be done at least as well by Thameco, however, failing 
the .introduction of the necessary changes to remoti vate the 
comp2ny, the private sector will quickly take over the entire 
manufacturing sector in Syria. 

Implementation of GMP in Thameco remains a difficul~ 
concept since the factory building itself will not provide a 
good starting point until renovation work has been completed. 
Thus, a reasonable standard of housekeeping is overshadowed by 
damaged walls, loose electrical wiring, dirty ceiling tiles, 
poor illumination etc. A major building maintenance program is 
overdue, and when completed it will be possible to introduce a 
meaningful level of GMP to the company. 

The pharmaceutical industry must be accepted as 
presenting special demands of GMP which must be met if the 
products are to receive acceptance by consumers. 

For several years the writer has been answering questions 
related to EApiry Dates. On every occasion, the answer has 
been the same. During the current mission the same questions 
have been raised. The writer has again explained that there is 
cne method in use worldwide --Accelerated Aging-- using a 
climatic cabinet. There is simply no alternative. A schematic 
diagram, together with operating conditions of temperature, 
humidity and time, have been provided to Thameco in order to 
permi~ them to construct their own facilities in keeping with 
the volume of samples with which they will need to work. A 
laboratory supplier's catalogue with illustrations of several 
small units has been brought to the attention of the technical 
staff. Finally, it has been pointed out that Dimas does, in 
fact, possess a climatic cabinet which is not in use and 
Thameco may wish to inspect it with a view to providing its 
own answer to this question. 

The writer has offered t~ address a meeting c>f MOH and 
manufacturing people on the Expiry dates of raw materials and 
finished goods. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary recommendations are based on the need to re
establish Thameco as a pioneer in the manufacture of hiqh 
quality, affordable medicines for the people of Syria. 

Thameco has iJlllllense potential, not yet matched by any 
private sector competitor; it could and should, be the leading 
pharmaceutical company in Syria but it must be operated as a 
business, not as an institution. 

The problems of Thameco are complex and interlinked, 
compr1s1nq Administrative, Managerial, and Technic~l 
components in that order of importance. 

The recoromendations are mentioned briefly in this 
section; a full account is provided in the substantive section 
o£:this report; for them to yield the desired outcomes, it is 
imperative that they be addressed in the correct sequence. 

PROBLEM 1: 
REASON 1: 

because it is 
valid. 

Thameco's situation. 
The company is in its present situation 

operated in a framework which is no longer 

RECOMMENDATION · 1: Place Thameco ii.to a single 
administrntion, provide a small Board of Directors, with 
authority to facilitate the needs of the company and to make 
policy, provide an annual budget and run the company along 
commercial lines, within Government. Allocate funds for 
research and product development, human resource development, 
repairs, maintenance, and expansion. The structure of the 
company should be transparent and lines of authority 
formalised. The purpose is to convert Thameco from an 
institution into a business. 

PROBLEM 2: Management. 
REASON 2: The workload on the GD is daunting, 

managerial support is required. 

RECOMMENDATION 2: On the understanding that Thameco' s 
administrative system has been improved, review the structure 
and objectives of the UNIDO component of Project No. 
DP/SYR/92/008 and request that it be extended to incorporate a 
management support project with possible SIS funding. Provide 
administrative assistance to handle the routine 
administration and so permit the GD to concentrate on running 
the company. 

PROBLEM 3: Fear of inherited mistakes. 
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REASON 3: The penalties which have been imposed on 
Thameco for mistakes has had the result that many mistakes have 
been suppressed. 

RECOMMENDATION 3: Identify all inherited mistakes, list 
them, notify the authorities. Act decisively to resolve the 
problems, advise the authorities when completed. 

PROBLEM 4: Thameco,s attitude. . 
REF.SON 4: There is an institutional mentality, 

conflict of interest, and an undercurrent of feeling that says that 
to stay with Thameco is not a preferred option. 

RECOMMENDATION 4: Evaluate the management team, introduce 
new talent and the technique of Management by Objective; reduce the 
overstciff situation to the optimal level; offer career path and 
human resource development together with a wage structure in 
keeping with the responsibilities of the job, Drive the company to 
its optimal production potential. 

PROBLEM 5: Industrial overcapacity. 
-- tu..ASON 5: Uncontrolled expansion in the 

manufacturing sectcr, yet no increase in the nwnber of molecules 
available and no increase in the size of the market. 

RECOMMENDATION 5: Avoid confrontation with the private 
sector, consolidate into strategic products and expand productive 
capacity. Phase out unattractive brand name generic. Coordinate the 
activities of importers so as to protect the domestic producers, 
Implement a research project pipeline into niche products. Be alert 
to the possibilities of counterfeit medicines. 

PROBLEM 6: The Serum Factory. 
REASON 6: Failure to reach agreement with Lequeaux. 

RECOMMENDATION 6: Settle for a compromise with Lequeax, 
recruit the Production Controller, evaluate the management team, 
implement the training component of the contract and operate the 
factory to its maximum capacity. If required, commission a 
duplicate of the existing facility. 

PROBLEM 7: The Thimon Line. 
REASON 7: The Bulgarian offer to convert the Thimon 

line to a non-sterile filling unit has been revoked, Thameco needs 
engineering support to design and implement the changes on the 
machine and further support to install and commission it. 

RECOMMENDATION 7: Thameco to make policy decision on 
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the intended use of the line and then, if nec~ssary request 
UNIDO engineering support. 

PROBLEM 8 : Working Conditions. 
REASON 8 : Old and badly maintained buildings 

accommodating technology for which they were not designed. 
Risk of product cross contamination and threat to workers' 
health. 

RECOMMENDATION 8 Re-activate the factory annual 
maintenance shutdown which has been neglected for several 
years. 
Provide a budget in the order of $5 millions over three years 
to implement the specific recommendations which are provided 
in the body of this report. Provide and use protective 
clothing. When planning new development of the factory 
buildings do not employ unmovable structures; provide 
buildings with potential for change, use modular construction. 

PROBLEM 9 : Expiry Dates. 
REASON 9 : Failure over several years to accept 

the simple methods for determination of valid Expiry Dates for 
Finished Products, and failure to adopt the Retest Date 
concept for Raw Materials. 

RECOMMENDATION 9 
procedures spelled out 
or build, a climatic 
Depattment. 

Read, understand and implement the 
in the body of this report. Purchase, 
cabinet/room for use by the Research 

PROBLEM 10 : Materials Procurement. 
REASON 10 Complex procurement procedures 

result in Thameco having a "stock out" reputation. 

RECOMMENDATION 10 : Cut through the purchasing 
complexity, request non-negotiable prices for absolutely 
specific Quality and Grade of materials, appropriate to their 
intended use. Compile Product Profiles in preparation for 
computerisation of the production operation. Shedule 
production according to market requirements and procure 
mater.ials on this basis, using 'fax machine not the "Bid Book" 
method. 

PROBLEM 11 : Training. 
REASON 11 : Thameco has failed to use training 

opportunities provided under the terms cf previous Projects. 
There exists a serious deficiency of knowledge regarding the 
structure and operation of the pharmaceutical industry in 
Syria. It is difficult for administrators to identify the 
standards of the industry in Syria and to compare them with 
the standards which exist in other countries at a similar 
stage in their process of industrialisation. The general 
sector producer, Thameco, has only a superficial understanding 

' 
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of industry principles. 

RECOMMENDATION 11 : Following discussions with the MOH, 
Thameco, and UNDP, it was agreed that the recor:unendations for 
training as ~et out in the Project Document will have greater 
cost-effectiveness if condensed, intensified, and opened up to 
include senior members of the administration. It is suggested 
that the situation in Thailand most closely resembles that of 
Syria, and since the Thai government with UNIDO assistance, 
has been active in t~e development of industry standards this 
will provide an excellent location for implementation of the 
UNIDO Fellowship program. Not only will technical managers 
from Thameco gain valuable experience in their own, and 
related specialities, but they and administrators alike will 
have the opportani ty to see what can be achieved by a mixed 
Public/Private sector operating in a country at a similar 
stage of industrialisation. Further, it will permit them to 
establish a perspective of the industry, and to evaluate the 
status of their domestic operation, so adding to their 
confidence in its evolution. In order to achieve the optimal 
benefit from the training, it is vital that the current UNIDO 
STC should join the trainees in Thailand in order to point out 
concrete examples of the matters which have been addressed 
verbally during the course of the Mission in Syria. Subject to 
the availability of funding, it is recommended that the number 
of trainees be increased from three to five/six, that the 
duration of the training should be maintained at 9wm but the 
time provided to each speciality be reduce~ to the maximum 
consistent wi~h the additional costs i~curred by inclusion of 
the STC. The revised proposal will be discussed with the UNIDO 
backstopping officer during debriefing in Vienna and a revised 
list of trainees will· be provided to the Syrian authorities as 
an addendum to this report. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING TBE PRIVATE SECTOR 

Due to the changed emphasis of the project, which became 
Thameco oriented, relatively little time was spent with the private 
sector, 

However, the writer's discussions, with the private sector 
operators, and with the officials who accompanied the factory 
visits, revealed an "us and them" attitude. 

Not only does the "us and them" situation apply between the 
factory and operators and the Inspectorate, it is also evident 
between the ethical companies and some of the small companies which 
are operating from conve:::-ted domestic houses. A perception of 
"double standards" may arise within the industry. 

This cannot be beneficial to the development of the industry. 
Mutual distrust between the ffianuf acturers and the Inspectorate will 
be resolved only when mutual understanding is achieved. The risk of 
double standards cannot be beneficial to the reputation of the 
Sy~~an pharmaceutical industry, particularly in export marke~s; a 
potential purchaser needs to have absolute confidence in the 
quality of the offered material. This is the basic principle of the 
new standards for manufacturers kn~wn as IPSO 9000. For Syria to 
have a credible pharmaceutical manufacturing industry, it CANNOT 
ignore the standards imposed by IPSO 9000. 

The private manufacturing sector came into being as a result 
of Government policy, and over the period of its existence it has 
made great progress; the writer would venture to suggest that it is 
now amongst the most· highly capitalised private enterprises in 
Syria; it is timely that its sector be party to the development of 
policy and self regulatory systems for the sector. 

The private manufacturers perceive that the inspectors do not 
have a manufacturing background and operate from a purely 
theoretical base. The writer can support this observation, since 
its rectification is one of the objectives of the negligent in that 
they have made no concerted move to present a cohesive statement of 
their own position. 

It is recommended that the pr.ivate sector establish its own, 
completely independent, body (which has been noininated PMAS in the 
following report). The PMAS should develop its own internal 
standards for regulation of its membership and formalize them in 
the form of a Charter and Management Plan; which would be binding 
on the entire private sector, both current and prospective members. 

The charter and Management Plan would ce the official standard 
of the privat~ manufacturers. 

Dialogue is imperative to resolve the "us and them" situation, 
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to resolve the differential in overheads between the ethical 
manufacturers who have invested heavily in non-productive capital 
equipment end those who have not, to resolve the painful question 
of the issue of manufacturing licenses, and to assist in the 
training of the Inspectorate. 
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THAMECO FUTURE ROLE 

~~hameco can play an important future role in the Syrian 
pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. 

The company is currently the most capable manufacturer in 
the Syrian pharmaceutical sector, is arguably the most 
misunderstood, is in its current distress due to an 
unworkable administration, and has resources available to it 
which will not be equalled in the private sector for several 
years to come. 

Properly structured and operated, Thameco could, and 
should be the leadinq pharmaceutical company in Syria. 

Should this potential not be realised, and should the 
company be transferred to alternative ownership, the writer is 
definite about the fact that a pragmatic, business-oriented 
owner could quickly reverse the downward trend which has 
typified Thameco's fortunes for several years. 

There have been several efforts in the past five years by 
international agencies to promote some change in the company, 
but littJ e has been achieved. Valuable time has been, lost 
during which, the private sector has made great progress. 

It is not too late for one final effort to revitalise 
Thameco; however, this has to be the FINAL EFFORT since any 
delay will permit the private sector to qain market share 
which will henceforth exclude Thameco. 

There is nothing that the private sector can do which 
cannot be equally well done by Thameco pro·1idinq that the 
company and its administration are committed. 

Changes are overdue; if Thameco is to survive, every 
effort must be directed towards the future and the ha=d 
decisions must be taken now. 

Thameco has played a pioneering role in the evolution of 
manufacturing in Syria. Over recent years, neglect of the 
buildings and aging technoloqy, together with erosion of 
technical staff to the private sector has left the company at 
a crossroads. One direction implies the ultimate closure of 
the factory or transfer to a new owner, and disposal of its 
equipment. The other direction involves giving the company a 
major recapitalisation in terms of building renovation, 
replacement of superceded equipment, procurement of spare 
parts, together with remotivation of staff, planning the 
introduction of new technology, and rationalising the complex 
administration which has inhibited the company's performance 
for the entire time that the write,r has known Thameco. 
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At the COiilillencement of the current mission, the wri t~r 
was requested to evaluate the company and 1:0 make concrete 
proposals for its re-instatement as a leader in the attainment 
of pharmaceutical self sufficiency for Syria. This request 
accords with the writer's own view that Thameco has much still 
to offer Syria, and that its role should be likened to that of 
the major state-operated teaching hospital, vis-a-vis the 
cottage hospitals, represented here by the private 5ector 
manufacturers. 

There should be no misunderstanding, however, Thameco and 
the private sector are in the identical business, working with 
the identical molecules, and serving the identical market. 

For the survival of Thameco it is imperative that the 
private and public sectors assume complementary roles; on no 
account should Thameco attempt to confront the private sector 
since it has access to promotional activities which are not 
available to Thameco. 

The advent of the private manufacturing sector is, in 
fact, seer. as an incentive to Thameco to modernise, to expand 
its capacity to supply strategic medicines, to seek and 
install innovative technology, and to serve as a training 
ground for oharmacy graduates wishing to enter industry. 

The "status quo" of pharmaceutical industry in Syria has 
been displaced by the developments in the private sector and 
it is necessary, now, to make some hard decisions regarding 
what has to be d0ne to correct the situation as it applies to 
Thameco. 

The principal cause of Thameco' s deterioration must be 
attributed to the complex institutional manner in which the 
company was forced to operate. With inputs from four different 
Ministries, the chain of authority had become so tenuous as to 
be unworkable; this is borne out by the company's inability to 
make any meaningful use of the technical assistance provided 
by UNDP/UNIDO over recent years. 

Not only did the Company fail to utilise this assistance, 
it failed to offer any alternative strategies of its own. 
Thus,· the internal management of the company was left in a 
vacuum, with no recourse, no direction, no plans, and 
according to its professional middle management, no future; 
hence they left the company and took their skills to the 
private sector. 
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Syria is in a state of change, to an industrial society; 
the old system, under which Thameco had operated, ceased to 
have validity on the day that the pharmaceutical sector was 
deregulated. There can be no going back. The company's method 
of operation must be brought into line with the standards of 
pharmaceutical industry worldwide. 

The appointment of a new Ge~eral Director (GD) at Thameco 
will not, in itself, cure the company's problems. It does, 
however, provide the opportunity to explore the associated 
changes which must be implemented if a cure is to be achieved. 

First and foremost, the complexity of the company's 
ad.'1linistr'3.tion must be rationalised to the extent that it is 
possible for the GD to actually MANAGE Thameco. If the company 
is to operace with the same efficiency as the private sector, 
its manager must have the same freedom . to make policy 
decisions and to exercise disciplinary control of the factory 
as do her private sec~or colleagues. 

-- · Ideally, Thameco should answer to ONE Government 
ins-trur.ientality. The willingness of that instrumentality to 
act in the Company's best interest, to make the hard 
decisions, and to implement the appropriate policies is the 
only way in which Thameco can be of real value to the nation. 
Hence, Thameco's future is dependant on the ~ational 
requirement, coupled with technology. Neither one, in 
isolation, will be sufficient. 

Secondly, Thameco's "institutional" structcre has 
resulted in the development of an institutional mentality in 
the second and third levels of management. To cate there has 
been no formalised distribution of respo.nsibili ty, and no 
evaluation of technical performance, particularly at the 
second level of management. The institutional mentality has 
also damaged staff morale·. In addition, there is a problem of 
"personalities" in the company; staff must clearly understand 
that they work for Thameco, and must give their total support 
to Thameco, and to the GD. 

Further results of the company's previous style of 
management are demonstrated by the daunting, and costly, list 
of pr'oblems inherited by the new GD. It is imperative that 
these problems should be brought into the open now, at the 
commencement of the new management, in order that they may be 
disposed of, once and for all time. 
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Due to reluctance of staff to discuss these matters and to the 
sometimes conflicting reports provided by different individuals, it 
has been necessary to devote a significant amount of the project's 
time at Thameco to probing the underlying facts, The writer is, 
however, now confident that no major inherited problems remain to 
be uncovered; the issues, together with suggestions for their 
solution, are provided later in this repo~t. 

It is also important that the management team should be rated 
on its value to the future performance of the company, and on its 
corrunitment to the new GD. with the right management team, Thameco 
can develop the vibrancy which will set it on the track to success; 
with the wrong management team the company will continue to 
struggle and the new GD will find it impossible to re-motivate the 
company. 

Not only should the management team be evaluated, its members 
must clearly understand that the company is now in a competitive 
market and it is their own responsibility to support the GD to the 
extent that the Company will be successful. This situation will be 
fully realized onlywh~n the company introduces the system known as 
Management by Objective and the GD has the authority to take 
di~ciplinary action against team members who fail to attain the 
objectives identified in their Job Descriptions. 

With these problems removed there is absolutely no reason why 
Thameco cannot operate as a very effective element of Syrian 
industry and meet t'le stated requirements of the Minister of Health 
that the company should play a leading role in the evolution of the 
national pharmaceutical industry. 

The private sector is neither more skilful nor better equipped 
than Tameco; technology-wise then~ is nothing that the private 
sector can do which ·rhameco cannot do. Indeed, whilst the private 
sector in general, is basing its production activity on "look 
alike" machines, Thameco currently has top-class European equipment 
on order with a total invoice price well in excess of $ 1 million. 
It is a regrettable omission that suitable preparatory work to 
bring the factory up to a decent standard to receive the equipment 
has not been undertaken. 

The difference between the se~tors are to be found in the 
administrative system imposed upon Thameco; and the fact that the 
private sector is lean, aggressive, and hungry by contrast with 
Thameco which is institutionalized. 

In view of the strategic value of Thameco, it may be 
appropriate to establish an autonomous "Board of Directors" 
comp~ising authorizr1, knowledgeable, and experienced members of 
govecrunent. Th~ chc r~an of thi~ board would be answerable to the 
government Minister ir. whose portfolio the company resides. 
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The board would be structured so as to have 
responsibility for the effective operation of the company and 
to facilitate the needs of c:he company, rather than to be 
involved with the technical details of the company's 
management. It should be restricted to the minimum size (four 
persons including the GD) . Other members may be CC'-opted as 
necessary. The Thameco GD must have equal status with each of 
the other members. This is seen to be a practical, working 
board, with authority. 

During the fieldwork of this mission, the current status 
of the private manufacturing sector was reviewed, in order to 
determine the options available for Thameco. The writer has to 
express admiration for the professionalism with which many of 
the factories have been established. These factories represent 
a sincere effort, on the ?art of their o~~ers, to prove that 
Syrian medicines can be favourably compared to medicines 
manufactured anywhere in the world. However, not all of the 
private sector companies conform to the same high standards 
and there is a risk of double standards emerging. 

It is evident that the installed capacity is considerably 
in excess of Syria's requirements. Thus, _with the limited 
number of molecules available for processing, it is fair to 
say that the Syrian market is saturated with "brand name 
generics". 1'here will be intense competition for mark.et share 
based on considerations of selling price, promotion, and brand 
loyalty in that order of importance. 

For this reason: it would appear to be an un-justifiable 
expenditure to refurbish Thameco, merely to allow the company 
to compete with the mainstream private manufacturers in the 
generics market. 

Thus, it is the writer's proposal that the compnny 
should: 

* 

* 

undertake a stringent review of its product range 

consolidate on strategically important products 

* improve and expand its technology for manufacturing 
these products 

* identify and develop 
sophisticated, hiqh value items 
related, fields. 

into "niche" markets 
in the pharmaceutical, 

of 
and 

*establish a research project pipeline utilising thP. 
excellent facilities already available to it, for products to 
come to market in three to five years. 
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Clearly, such a policy will not be attainable in the 
short term, but in order to perform the necessary preliminary 
studies of both the market and the technology it is important 
that the company should start, as soon as possible, to 
formulate its plans. 

To achieve the standards of GMP, which are currently 
absent in Thameco, it is imperative that the installation of 
new or replacement equipment should be planned as a cohesive 
project rather than the ad hoc approach which has prevailed in 
the past. It must be understood that GMP cannot be 
incorporated into an operation as an afterthought; GMP must be 
designed and built into the system from the outset. 

In order to provide Thameco with some technologies which 
it may wish to consider in its planning the writer has 
propcsed the following: 

* hormone and contraceptive tablets 
* narcotics, tablets, injectables, and drops 
* sterile powders packed in vials, including antibiotics 
* transdermals 
* mucolytic inhalers 
* Interferon packing under lic~nce 
* contact lenses and their maintenance products 
* formulated foods and infant products 
* medical plastics, eg syringes and cartridges for 

dental anaesthetics. 
* sterile creams and burn dressings 

Obviously it is neither possible nor appropriate to 
consider the group "in toto", and according to the company's 
own perception of its future direction, Thameco should assign 
a full- time "project manager" to study the commercial and 
technical feasibility of the technology. Subject to positive 
feasibility studies, the technical planning can be initiated, 
firstly through a study of the relevant literature, secondly 
by contacts with equipment manufacturers, and finally with 
assistance from UNDP/UNIDO if appropriate. 

There are possibilities that Thameco could stage a 
limited entry into chemical synthesis, producing kilogram 
quantities of microdose chemicals for its own use, and for 
sale ;to others. It is envisaged that pilot scale laboratory 
glassware would be employed. There is, however, the matter of 
Syria's position on Patent Legislation to consider before 
making any commitments to this line of action. 

There are also possibilities that Thameco could commence 
the manufacture of fermented products, of vaccines and sera, 
and of modern diagnostic reagents. However, it is imperative 
that the company's operating system is updated to a level 
compatible with the introduction of the new technology before 
any new ventures are initiated. 
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For Thameco to achieve a level of efficiency comparable 
with that of the private sector, the company must modernise 
its systems; in human terms by MBO (management by objective), 
and in documentation and control by computerisation. 
Installation of an Information Management System linking 
production, QC, commercial, financial, and research activities 
should not be delayed. 

Subject to the progress achieved by Thameco in resol-ing 
its principal bottleneck, its administration, it may be 
appropriate to consider the possibilities of providing 
management support to the company for an extended period, 
funded by UNIDO's SIS budget. 
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INDUSTRIALISATION 

The current project, DP/SYR/92/008 is con~erned with the 
integrated development of the pharmaceutical sector in Syria. 
This is not confined to the control of the recer~tly de
regulated private manufacturing sector but relates to the 
overall evolution of a new, high technology industry for 
Syria. 

This evolution has implications for the industrialisation 
process in Syria which are just as real as are the benefits 
which will accrue to the nation through the target of self 
sufficiency in the provisit l of medicines. 

Consequent:1..y, it would be an oversight to 
Mission Report without some brief reference to 
and operational factors which are an inseparable 
the industrialisation process. 

present this 
the economic 
component of 

Historically, Thameco has operated in a centrally planned 
ecopomy with directions flowing to the manufacturing sector 
down highly formalised pat11ways; thus arose a system in which 
fast response was not possible; in which the company manager 
was given the responsibility for the proper operation of the 
organisations but did not have the authority to enable fast 
response to the market forces which drive industry. 

Further, the financial imperative which motivates 
industrial development was absent, since the industry was not 
operated on commercial lines. This had the effect of -~king 
pharmaceutical products in Syria, low cost items access_. ~ to 
all. It also had the serious disadvantage of making Syrian 
pharmaceuticals very attractive commodities for sale by 
traders in neighbouring, high price markets. 

With the advent of the deregulated pharmaceutical sector, 
has come the realisation. that there exists a vast disparity 
between the style of modern management and the traditional 
system which has been the r~ot cause of the problems 
experienced by the public sector c'mpany, Thameco. 

Deregulation has displaced ~he status quo. The clock has 
moved on; it cannot now be turned back without serious 
disruption of the system. The private sector is estimated to 
have invested in the region of $150 million in plant and 
equipment, it represents a major force in the economy of 
Syria; a force which, if properly handled, can be of immense 
practical and financial value to the country. 

Conversely, if mishandled and placed in an intolerable 
situation, the industry may find it necessary to review its 
investment policy with respect to Syria, resulting in the 
possible loss of a major heal th & manufacturing resource, 
employer, arid tax payer. There is the additional risk of a 
"bra~n draih" of skilled middle management and technical 
staf~. ' 
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There should be no doubt in the minds of policy makers 
that the private manufacturing sector, particularly those with 
MNC connections, are watching very careful.:y for the signs 
which will indicate to them whether the current 
industrialisation policy will lead to the economic 
liberalisation in which high technology industry can prosper. 

Similarly, in the public manufacturing sector, there is 
an awareness of the opportunities represented by the private 
sector. This can be identified as one of the principal causes 
of the dramatic outflow of technical middle management f ram 
Thameco (Damascus) over the past three years and the inability 
of the company to recruit the vital Key Persons for its 
Aleppo factory. 

The high-technology s~ctor, of which pharmaceutical 
industry is a component, is now very dependant upon Internal 
Systems, Communications and Information Management for its 
efficient operation; this is part:.cularly relevant in context 
of . procurement of raw materials from overseas sources and 
acquisition/storage of data relati~g to manufacturing, Quality 
Assurance/Control, and stock control activities. With 
increasing pressure to attain higher standards of production 
efficiency and quality the investment in the non-productive 
hardware, software, and training to achieve these standards 
has to be offset against the profits generated by sales of the 
company's products. 

There is a range of motivations in the new private 
sector, from the opportunist owner who sees pharmaceuticals as 
means to a quick profit, to the serious manufacturer who has 
made all the necessary investments to ensure the quality of 
his medicines and yet sees his cut-price competitor, working 
from a converted domestic building, confidently expecting to 
receive a license to handle highly sophisticated molecules. 

The whole question of the relationship between industry 
and the regulatory authority should be brought into the open 
and clarified by dialogue between the parties. The device of 
applying GMP will not, in isolation, get to the root of the 
problem . 

. The private sector manufacturers have a valid argument 
when they complain about the price they receive for medicines 
in Syria. As currently structured, the cut-price operator 
stands to make the greatest profit, and the ethical 
manufacturer who invests in non-productive control equipment, 
and a well engineered factory, does so at his own financial 
risk. 

A private sector manufacturer observed that, 
current situation, "quality is a negative asset". This 
is reflected throughout the manufacturing sector; 
validity. 

in the 
opinion 
it has 
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The new management style calls for a revision of the 
relationship between Supplier and Customer; this is clearly 
spelled out in the International Standards Organisation's 
publication IS09000 and its derivatives. ISO 9000 defines the 
necessary relationships between parties to attain the goal of 
Quality Assurance; it has just as much relevance between 
manufacturing departments within a factory as between supplier 
and consumer in any trading transaction. The several codes of 
GMP are simply distillations of ISO 9000 to represent the 
specific needs of the pharmaceutical industry. 

Thus, for the Pharmaceutical (or any other) Industry in 
Syria to seek international recognition for the quality of its 
products, it is imperative that the industry is perceived to 
be aware of, and adhering to the philosophy of ISO 9000. 

During the mission fieldwork it was evident that the 
private sector companies with HNC involvement were fully 
aware of, and incorporating the concepts ISO 9000 into their 
operations, whereas this was not noticeable to the same extent 
in--.the nsyrian only" companies. 

The writer has offered to deliver an introductory talk, 
to the manufacturers and the MOH on the topic of ISO 9000 and 
its implications. 
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STRATEGIES. 

One of the most obvio~s impressions gained by the writer 
during the field-work component of the mission was the very 
strong "us and them• relationship which exists between the 
Private Sector/Public Sector/Regulatory Sector. 

From the manufacturing side, the Requlatory sector 
represents a threat to its existence; from the Regulatory 
side, the manufacturers appear to be highly profit motivated 
and liable to adopt any cost reduction activity which is 
available to them, including the use of cheap or substandard 
materials in their products. 

Clearly this situation cannot be allowed to continue for 
it will result in the progressive worsening of relations 
between the sectors; the Government's factory inspectors will 
find that they experience mounting hostility from factory 
operators and the opportunities for unofficial activities will 
tak~ on serious proportions. The ultimate result could see a 
dramatic reduction in the standards of the Syrian 
pharmaceutical manufacturing sector. 

There needs to be a clear understanding between ALL the 
parties that this industry is here to stay, and here to offer 
the Nation the opportunity to realise its goal of self 
sufficiency in pharmaceuticals. The only way that the "us & 
them" situation will be resolved is by dialogue between the 
parties, and by a co-operative approach to the development of 
the framework within . which the sector will be encouraged to 
evolve. 

A first, and valuable step in this direction has been 
taken by the establishment of the Scientific Council of 
Pharmaceutical Industry within the Ministry of Health. The 
SCPI has a council comprising 20 persons form across the 
pharmacy spectrum:- Academia, Public Sector, Private Sector, 
Pharmacy Association and Ministry of Health; 60% of the 
members are from the Private Sector. 

Further areas of joint action are seen, by the writer, to 
be necessary in order to allow the parties to develop more 
detailed understanding of the objectives of the sector as a 
whole· and the problems being experienced by individual groups. 
In addition, there are activities which should best be 
undertaken by the individual groups themselves. These will be 
explored briefly below. 
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FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR. 

In the rapid growth of the de-regulated industry, the 
public sector manufacturers have fallen far behind in the 
matters of plant, equipment, training and attitudes. The 
general conditions in which they operate cannot be compared 
favourably with the conditions prevailing in the new, 
privately owned factories. It is fair to say that, should 
Government at some time in the future introduce GMP 
Certification (see below), the public sector factories would 
either be forced to invest heavily in refurbishment and 
training programs or go out of business. 

FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR. 

Whilst being represented by a majority in the SCP!, the 
private sector needs to take a responsible attitude for its 
own internal structure and regulation. It must place itself 
abOve unsupported criticism that it is motivated purely by 
profit, and it must be clearly se~n as a modern, technology
intensive/capital intensive industry which is capable of 
producing medicines to the very highest standards. 

A start in this direction cC\uld be made by the sector 
setting itself up with a completely independent Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturers' Association of Syria, supported by a Charter 
and Management Plan for current and intending manufacturers. 
This would identify .the immediate objectives of the private 
sector and its plans for the future. The requirements for 
intending producers are envisioned to be more rigorous than 
the Government's own constraints; thus membership of the 
Association would become a pre-requisite of all manufacturers 
who wish to be identified as reputable producers of 
therapeutic materials for humans or for animals. 

One of the first tasks of the Association would be to 
participate, with Government, in the current WHO/UNIDO 
supported training program for Factory Inspectors since this 
needs the total commitment of the manufacturing sector if it 
is to be of more than superficial value. 

The function of the factory inspectors can be maximised 
only when the inspectors are perceived by the factory 
operators as having a working knowledge of the processes and 
equipment involved, together with an understanding of the 
basic economic and financial structure of any manufacturing 
operation. Failing this, the inspectors will be perceived 
~erely as an outside interference, to be provided with the 
~east possible assistance; thus, objective control of the 
industry will be very difficult to sustain. 
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From the viewpoint 'Jf the Inspectorate, it is equally 
important the factory operators understand and agree with the 
philosophies upon which the Inspectorate is founded. 

Clearly, both the Inspectorate and the factory operators 
have much to learn from ea=h other if this "us and them" 
mentality is to be overcome and the industry is to develop in 
a rational and balanced manner. 

Consequently, the training of factory inspectors must be 
a joint responsibility of the manufacturing sector and the 
Government. It is suggested that senior members of the 
Inspectorate should be seconded to the manuf acturinq sector 
for a substantial period of time in which to gain "hands on" 
experience of the industry which they will subsequently be 
required to inspect. 

Conversely, factory operators should be required to 
undertake some training (for instance lectures) in the 
Inspectorate division to assimilate their current thinking and 
tc __ evolve policies for the improvement of the industry. 

Such dialogue and coordination of activity is vital for 
the continued evolution of the manufacturing sector; and, 
should the manufacturing sector, for any reason, fail to 
evolve, there would be no further requirement for the 
Inspectorate. 

An additional component of the role of the Manufacturers' 
Association is seen to be in the determination of conflict 
situatior.s arising as a result of factory inspections. In 
order to develop a balanced perspective in this regard it 
would be of value for any conflict to be referred to a joint 
arbitrator drawn from the Inspectorate and from the PMAS. This 
peer group approach to evaluation and resolution of conflicts 
is seen to be more effective than the straight confrontational 
approach. which would result if the Inspectorate were to deal 
with the 'situation without the support of the manufacturers' 
group. ' 

Durihg the fieldwork, discussions with factory operat~rs 
revealed ' that the exportation of Syrian pharmaceuticals is 
curta~led by the unreasonable certification requirements 
placed on the products as a result of what was seen to be 
substandard goods supplied in the past. If this difficulty is 
to be overcome it is imperative that a trade delegation, from 
the· PMAS,' and supported by Government, should visit the target 
markets ~t the earliest opportunity to dispel this impression 
and to h,ighlight the new and improved quality standards which 
are being developed in Syria. This market development activity 
is seen , to be of the greatest importance since it is the 
writer's, opinion that there is already production capacity 
installed in Syria far in excess of the National requirement. 
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FOR THE GOVERNMENT. 

For the balanced development of the pharmaceutical 
industry there needs to be a framework comprising a Drugs 
Policy, implemented by the Ministry of Health and an Industry 
Policy, implemented by the Ministry of Industry. In the 
absence of such a balance it is inevitable that bias develops 
in which the nation is the loser. Thus, for instance a strong 
inspectorate covering a weak industry would be 
counterproductive; conversely a strong industry in the absence 
of a regulatory mechanism would be out of control. The 
emergence of the Manufacturers' Association, as described 
above, would be of the greatest value to the Government in 
evaluating the relative strengths of the Drugs Policy and the 
Industry Policy and assisting in the introduction of any 
adjustments which may be necessary. 

The question of coordination of drug supply is one which 
should be addressed by government, in light of the installed 
capacity of the manufacturing sector. The private sector 
claims that it has invested millions of dollars in plant and 
equipment for processing ampicillin, yet it has been able to 
use· the equipment for only two months of the year due to the 
importation of large quantities of Finished Product. Clearly 
this is not a productive utilisation of resources. 

The problems being faced in Syria since the pharmaceutical 
sector was de-regulated are not uncommon in newly 
industrialised countries, and different strategies have been 
introduced to resolve them. 

In Thailand for instance, there is a strong manufacturing 
sector comprising 181 companies of which 85% are nationals; 
the remainder being classified as Multinational. In order to 
protect its domestic producers, the Thai Government has 
imposed a 33% import duty on all manufactured pharmaceuticals 
entering the country. The population of the country is 
57millions of whom 60% are employed; the per capita GDP 
approximates 05$1200 and personal expenditure on 
pharmaceuticals approximates US$10 per year. The major costs 
of heal th care must be paid direct by the· patient but the 
Government has introduced two card schemes : Medicare which 
provides medical treatment free of charge for low income 
families and the Health Card which covers rural families 
requi'ring limited treatment. (ref .M.Carpio DP/ID/SER.A/1660 
1993) 
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The writer was involved in an ESCAP (Economic and Social 
Commission for Asia and the Pacific) project based in Thailand 
during 1979; at that time the pharmaceutical sector had 
developed with no regulatory f!:'amework and there were some 
30,000 pharmaceutical/pseudo-pharmaceutical products available 
in the shops: all based upon the standard, well 
tried/understood molecules (paracetamol, aspirin, etc etc.). 
Despite the industry already having production capacity in 
excess of the naticnal demand, manufacturers continued to 
place orders for yet ?:Lore production equipment; this would 
have lead to a further annual increase in production capacity 
of 10%. (J.T.Brown/ ESCAP research). 

Subsequent to completion of the study, the Thai 
Government introduced stringent controls on the industry, so 
that, in 1991 the Ministry of Public Health essential drug 
list comprised around 400 pharmaceuticals of which the two 
Government facilities (GPO) produced many for the public 
hospitals; the Thai pharmaceutical market totalled 
US$541millions and is ranked, worldwide, 35th largest. 
(M~Carpio) . 

The country has introduced a Patent Law to protect 
pharmaceutical products for a period of 20 years and Safety 
Standards have been introduced for all manufactured products, 
either domestic or imported. 

With ongoing assistance from UNIDO and the manufacturing 
sector the Government has set up a Quality Assurance program 
for Validation in Pharmaceutical Industry based in 
Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok. 

As has been mentioned elsewhere in this report, the newly 
expanded pharmaceutical sector in Syria will press strongly 
for price increases of domestically produced medicines. They 
will support their claims by saying, quite rightly, that the 
non-productive overheads arising from . investment in 
sophisticated and costly equipment for QC,/QA and product 
validation must be offset by increased selling prices of their 
products. This problem will be exacerbated if they also have 
to provide independent data supporting Expiry Dates etc. for 
~ach of their products. 

·Again guidance may be gained from the Thai experience. 
The inajori ty of the costs must be paid by the patient. The 
Thai Government has introduced two card schemes: Medicare 
which provides medical treatment free of charge for low income 
families and the Health Card which covers rural families 
requiring limited medical treatment. A Social Insurance scheme 
is also in force for all companies employing more than 20 
workers. With minor differences a similar scheme is in 
operation in Australia. The Syrian Government may wish to 
consider some of these strategies when evaluating the price 
increase claims which will inevitably follow any demand on the 
manufacturing sector for greater non-productive investment. 
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A further strateqy that the Syrian Government may wish to 
consider in the future is that of assessinq the standards of 
QA/GMP/Validation of each individual manufacturer and issuinq 
a GMP Certificate to those sections of the factory which 
comply to an agreed standard; thus a factory may be Certified 
to produce uncoated tablets and ointments, another may be 
Certified to produce oral liquids etc. Obviously, this could 
become a highly contentious situation if it were seen to be 
imposed on the ind?..!stry by the Ministry of Health alone. This 
is clearly an area in which a cooperative approach by the 
Ministry together with the PMAS would be beneficial. 
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THAMECO: ROLE OF THE GENERAL DIRECTOR. 

The effectiveness of the traditional style of management 
at Thameco has to be questioned in the context of the problems 
which have overtaken the company during recent years and in 
the daunting task which the new GD must address, and resolve, 
if Thameco is to resume its status as a pioneer in the 
pharmaceutical sector of Syria. 

It i~ the writer's responsibility to make evident the 
deficiencies of the system so that the system can be changed 
for the benefit of Thameco, and to allow the new GD some 
chance of attaining the goal~ set for her. 

Over the course of several years and the tenure of four 
Gos·, the writer has had ample opportunity to observe the 
management style of Thameco and has reported that the 
company's problems are essentially those of management and 
administration rather than of technology. 

It has been noted that Thameco is a big company by any 
standards and, as such, demands professional management by a 
tr~im.d, experienced specialist. Yet all of the recent GDs 
havC' been pharmaceutical technologists rather than business 
graduates or MBAs. 

It is appropriate to have a pharmacist as GD of Thameco 
but that pharmacist MUST HAVE the specialist knowledge, 
experience and aptitude to succeed in the job, or 
alternatively, have the full time support of an administrative 
assistant to whom the routine operation of the business can be 
delegated. Failing this, the job suffers, the company suffers 
and the GD is exposed to totally unreasonable trauma. 

The writer has observed the incumbent GD attempting to 
handle three meetings concurrently, to deal with telephone 
calls and personal interruptions, whilst correspondence and 
letters demanding attention accumulate on the desk to be dealt 
with ·as "overtime". Clearly, active assistance in handling 
routine company business, (ie purely administrative matters) 
would remove much of the un-productive workload from the DG 
and allow time to be concentrated on the primary objective of 
restoring Thameco to a leading position in the Syrian 
pharmaceutical sector. It may be appropriate to appoint an 
assistant, on a probationary basis initially. 

A factor which adds even greater difficulties to the job 
of the GD is that disciplinary action against non-pe.rforming 
staff members is almost impossible to apply. 

I 111 
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This is destructive to tha overall factory morale and is 
an ar~a that calls for early rectific~tion. 

The presence cf the pri vat\! sector pharmaceutical 
co~panies has increased the p=essu:e on Thameco, but the 
traditional operating system tas not been appropriately 
modified to combat this. The GD com:inues to accept full 
responsibility for the ope:-atio:i of t!le company but does :'lot 
ha~e t~e freedom to effect the changes which are ~ecessary to 
revitalise the corr~any. 

The ~riter prepar~d a brief note for the ne~ly appointed 
GD to point the way to avoidi~q some o! the inherited probl~-ns 
which must inevitably re-sur!ace in the future; this, ~o~ether 
with a proposed Job Description for t~e GD a.~d a proposal for 
setti~g up a basic Responsibility c~ar~ are presented later in 
this ::leport. 

It is impera~ive that ~~e GO of a major Syrian 
institution should be equipped to cto the job anci be fully 
supported by a responsible assistant to handle the routine 
matters which cur=e:itly erode rr.a:iaqaent time. It is equally 
important that the system sho:.ild be reviewed and liberalised 
so as to render the job possible. 

At least a training course in basic :ctanagement and an 
administrative assistant should be provided for the new GD of 
Tha::ieco as ~a~ters of urgency. · 

Subject to the implementation of structural changes in 
the administ=ative ar~ange~e~ts of Thameco it Nould be 
appropriate to consider it as a new company and to make 
available some inte=national expertise for an extended period 
to support the GD until tl:e company is managerially 
restructured and capable of autonomous operation. 
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INHERIT~D ?ROBLE}iS - MATERIALS 

Many of the proble::i.s which have caused acute discomfort 
to previous GDs of Th~~eco have been inherited. 

Misunderstanding of raw material Expiry Da~es has caused 
to::."ls of material to be :-ejected. Despite frequent advice by 
the writer, in Mission Reports, ~"'ld by personal communication. 
the Company has been unable to accept that there is no such 
thing as an absolute Ex~iry Date for rat.1 material and has 
~onsequently been u~able to ~tilise the options available 
under the Expiry/Retest dat~ p~ovided on Raw Materials. 

E~sewhere in this Report the writer has provided again, a 
full account of ~he mein1ng of Expiry Dates for raw material 
and for finished goods. rhis must be read, clearly understood 
al'!d i.~lement:ed by all who nave authority for the use of 
materials, eithe:- in the indust:y, or in th@ Inspectorate. 

Below is qiven a statement o~ the known, inherited 
problems as at April 199~. 

OVERPEN: contains black par~icles; these car.not be 
re~oved by sievinq or by magnet; they de~ived from the locally 
refined sugar used to pr£pare th~ ;~oduct. FOR FUTURE 
PRODUCTION OF DRY SYRUPS THAMECO MrJST vSE SUGAR OF 
PHARMACOPCE!AL QU}..L!TY. 
This Overpen is not fit for public sale ~~d should be 
destroyed. 

TETRACYL: this comprises three batches of Finished 
Product with ~xpiry Dates of Sept. 93 and Feb. I Mar. 94. It 
is estimated that the value of ~he material is in the order of 
$35,000. Since this particular material is "out of date" 
because of the previously mentioned failure to implement the 
meaning of raw material Expiry Oates, it is the writer's view 
that the batches should be resubmitted tor analysis to 
determine the exact status of their potency/degradation 
product. The results of this analysis should determine the 
future of the product. 

AMINOPHYLLINE SUPPOSITORIES: these were wi thd.:-awn as a 
result of advice, fro:n the manufacturer of the S'.;ppository 
base that a chemical reaction between the Aminophylline and 
the base caused the suppositories to qo hard. The material 
should be dumped. 
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DECOSTAMINE; it was not possible to determine why this 
Daterial has been put in suspension since its Expiry Date is 
July 1996. The so-called "rejected mate=ial" is mixed with 
good stock. It must be res~mitted for analysis and the 
decision regardizl9 its disposal basea upon the laboratory 
findings. Since the value of t:he product is in the order of 
$300 only, it should be dumped if the laboratory tests are in 
any way marginal. 

TJ\MEVITE Bl: this is old mat:erial for which there is no 
~arket; it rnust be dumped. 

FBCORBIC ACID: there is material which is plain and other 
which is coated. The plain ttaterial was sampled in 1987 but 
there is no sticker to identify whether it was approved or 
r\!jected. Since it is now probably ten years from date of 
manufac~ure the ma:erial should be dumped. In the case of the 
coated ma~erial, this shows a retest date of November 89. It 
should be submitted for retest: as soon as possible and, if 
still in specification, it may be used. 

NICOTINAMIDE: an excess quantity was bought from Merck 
and was sampled in Jan. 93; the results of the analysis are 
not kno~. Since Tha:neco no longer manufac~ures any products 
containing Nicotinamide the material should b@ dumped. 

MANNITOL B12: the product is no longer sold by Thameco; 
the mat@rial should be dumped. 

THAMEVITE: this appears to be the end of a product run 
and since there is less than 35'.q. i ~ should be dumped. 

SUPRIME TABLETS: there is a quantity of 272kq. but it was 
not possible to determine the reason for it having been 
suspended. Since it has Expiry Date of Oct./Nov. 95 it should 
be reanalysed and its future deten'lined on the results of the 
laboratory findings. 

CALCIUM d PANTOTHENATE: this is material tor a product 
which Thameco no lonqer produces. It may be possible to sell 
it as raw material to another manufacturer, alternatively it 
must be dumped. Note: if selling to anoth@r manufacturer 
Tharneco must provide evidence tr.at the material still conforms 
to pharmacopoeia! standard. 

FOLIC ACID: this material dates back to 1980; Thameco no 
longer handles the· product; the material should be dumped. 
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INHERITED PROBLEMS - MACHINERY. 

The new GD of Thameco has inherited in excess of $ 1 
million in new plant and equipment, there has been no 
preparation for its arrival or its installation in acr-ptable 
conditions of GMP. In some cases the terms of purchase include 
a component for installation and commissioning by the machir.e 
builder, in other cases there is no such provision. A danger 
here is that, according to Thameco's method of purchasing, e.e 
Performance Bond is refundable to the supplier after one yea~. 
It is improbable that all of this equipment will have been 
installed and commissioned within the refund period; 
consequently Thameco is at risk of accepting responsibility 
for equipment which it cannot install or operate. 

The ad-hoc procurement of equipment 
preparatory work will inevitably lead to 
equipment arrives at Thameco. The new GD 
any way, responsible for these problem.1. 

in the et.bsence of 
problems when the 

cannot be held, in 

~- There is no merit in listing the equipment in this 
Report, however the details are all available in the 
Commercial Department; the GD should request a full inventory. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO WORKING CONDITIONS. 

As elsewhere noted in this report there now exists a 
strong attitude of scepticism in the staff of Thameco which 
stems from two principal sources; one being that a worker can 
get a "better deal" in the private sector and the other, and 
that little improvement in conditions has been realised at the 
level of the workers. 

In performing the work for the Status of Thameco section 
of this report, the writer has taken particular note of the 
operating conditions within the Damascus factory and is quite 
definite that such working conditions would not be acceptable 
or tolerated in an industrialised country. The following 
applies:-

The buildings are no longer current; they reflect working 
conditions which are no longer acceptable in a pharmaceutical 
factory. Illumination, ventilation and dust extraction is, in 
most areas, totally inadequate. Decent changing rooms do not 
exist, female staff have been forced to paper over windows to 
obtain a degree of privacy. Rest rooms are not provided and 
staff are seen to be sitting on broken boxes on the floor 
since there are no alternatives. Personal effects are carried 
through the corridors of Thameco and street clothes are seen 
in workrooms. The condition of floors in some areas represent 
a risk of physical injury which the company would find 
extremely difficult to defend should a claim for worker 
compensation ever be taken to a court of law. 

The non-functional dust extraction systems cause the 
workers to be exposed for long periods of time to high levels 
of systemically potent chemicals without suitable protective 
clothing or respirators. This clearly represents a hazard to 
the workers and to the products themselves. 

Unprotected workers who spend 6 - 8 hours per day in an 
atmosphere heavy with the dust of antibiotics could well be 
expected to develop bacterial resistance or allergy to those 
antibiotics. The facilities for handling antibiotics would be 
condemned by a factory Health & Safety Inspector. 

There is no policy within the company to protect special 
groups of workers from the environment or to protect the 
product from the possible dangerous effects of exposure to 
workers with respitatory or skin diseases. 

' 

Eye protection is not employed in laboratories where 
corrosive chemicals are in use. 

Safety boots ,are not worn in areas where heavy pallets 
are in use ; nor are they worn in workshops. 

TN lights in, sterile rooms are not controlled, workers 
m~y be exposed to high levels of radiation. 
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The risks of birth abnormalities in the children of 
pregnant female workers are openly discussed amongst the 
staff; they are aware of the existence of a risk but have no 
means of quantifying it, consequently it assumes irrational 
and terrifying proportions which do nothing to improve the 
morale of the workers and play a large part in the development 
of the scepticism. 

The working conditions in Thameco have not been improved 
since the factory was built; they are out of date and require 
urgent improvement. 

The matter of working conditions in Thameco is serious. 
It must be addressed and rectified to the maximum extent in 
the existing factory and should be properly incorporated into 
the planning and implementation of any extensions which the 
company may undertake. 

Currently, staff morale is low, yet there is an 
underlying enthusiasm for the company which could be 
revitalised if positive steps are taken to correct some of the 
deficiencies under which the staff is forced to operate. 
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STATUS-OF THAMECO SERUM FACTORY 

The writer visited the Aleppo Serum Factory and inspected 
the facilities in the presence of the GD, the administrator, 
technical, and other staff. The following appiies : 

The installation is complete and fifty five batches have 
been produced with the assistance of Lequeaux. The 
documentation and SOPs provided by UNIDO were employed at all 
stages; they were found to be completely satisfactory. 

The trial batches have been qiven an Expiry Date of July 
1994; it is understood that there are some 500, 000 x llitre 
filled bags in stock; with the selling price said to be SyrL 
59 per bag, this represents a significant holdinq in stock 
which is apparently not able to be sold, for non-technical 
reasons. 

It is understood that the Serum Factory has not yet been 
gr~nted an operatinq licence by the MOH, on the qrounds that 
it does not have a full complement of analytical equipment. 

The Lequeaux installation 
engineering and the selection 
problems for the writer. 

is good; the 
of equipment 

standard 
presents 

of 
no 

The overall condition of the factory buildings is good 
althqugh there is evidence of settling in the structure; the 
cement used in the construction was of variable composition 
since the paint is flaking off badly in places. 

There is a staff of about fifty persons who report for 
duty each day at the factory despite the fact that there is no 
work. 

There is a leaking· valve which needs attention in the 
Water Treatment system; the Filter Bank should be fitted with 
valves to permit the filters to be back-washed between 
batches, it may be possible to request Lequeaux to procure 
these valves on Thameco's account. 

Shameco should consider the introduction of the two spare 
filling machines into the production operation in order to 
increase the hourly output. Masks and gloves should be worn in 
all production areas before the product is sterilised. 

During trial runs, the polarimeter was found to be 
faulty; Lequeaux has taken it back to France for attention. 
Additional laboratory equipment is required-- microscope, 
colony counter, laboratory refrigerator, materials for 
nutrients, and bacterial stains. 
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Test animals, rabbits, have experienced diseases of the 
outer ear, this has been successfully treated with Hydrogen 
Peroxide solution; alternative treatments are Chlorhexidine 
solution, and 70% alcohol. Whenever skin diseases are noticed, 
the infected animals must be immediately removed from the 
test-animal house, isolated accommodation until the condition 
is cured. 

All stock (raw/packing & finished goods} are stored on 
the floor; racking and pallets should be provided. The site of 
the battery charger for the electric fork lift must be 
provided with a heavy gauge plastic sheet since acid spills 
are doing serious damage to the terrazzo floor tiles, 

Thameco engineers advised that the Diesel generator set 
runs too hot; this is a question which should be referred to 
Lequeaux or to an independent engineer. 

The writer has noticed that a purchase order has been 
issued for an additional air compressor; clearly, this item 
was bought on the recommendation of a nonpractical committee 
since it is from a different manufacturer than the unit 
already installed. Thus, whilst the cost of the new unit may 
be, at first sight, less than the cost of a machine identical 
to the one already installed, by the time two separate batches 
of spare parts, oil filters etc. have been added it would 
have been no more expensive to purchase the duplicate of the 
original unit. 

A more critical stand-by machine than the air compressor 
is the boiler. The writer has already suggested in a previous 
mission report that a stand-by boiler should be installed, if 
for no reason other than to permit the original unit to be 
shut down for at least two weeks each year for tube cleaning 
and pressure testing. Again, the duplicate boilex- should be 
from the same manufacturer as the original to economise on 
spare parts. 

Thameco has an excellent installation in the Serum 
Factory, but there is still no appointed Production 
Controller. The Quality Controller is seen to have gained 
significant maturity and the contractual agreement for 
Lequeaux to provide training in France for both the Production 
and Quality Controllers must be taken as soon as possible. On 
completion of this training, together with the hands-on 
training to be provided by Lequeaux, in Syria the Quality 
Controller will be capable of fulfilling his Job Description. 

The writer can see no valid reason why the Serum Factory 
cannot be issued with a manufacturing licence. The protracted 
dispute with Lequeaux should be resolved at an early date, by 
compromise, and the Serum Factory should be put to its 
intended use. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO INTENDED DEVELOPMENT. 

The writer was shown drawings of the intended development 
at Thameco for the handling of antibiotic vials and capsules. 
It was reported that the intended development had "been 
rejected". The rejection was based upon the premise. that there 
were serious shortcomings in the development and the resulting 
facility would not conform to standards current in the 
industry, nor would it compare favourably with the standards 
prevelant in the better private sector factories. 

The present Thameco factory building dates back probably 
30 years in conception and at the time it was built, suitable 
locally available materials were used in its construction. The 
design would have been appropriate for the technology to be 
installed. The method of construction, however was inflexible 
in that internal walls of brick and plaster are not capable 
of easy relocation should it be necessary to change the 
ut~lisation of a room or to change the layout of an area. 

To look at the factory in 1994 clearly reveals that, what 
was appropriate when Thameco was built, is no longer 
appropriate; this is to a great extent the reason why the 
factory looks so broken down. For instance, many of the 
redundant electrical wirings, ductwork and disused machines 
reflect the way the factory used to be. Old machines have been 
torn out and new ones, with their services, squeezed into the 
old spaces. Thus, the new machine is not ideally located and 
the remnants of the old machine are never completely removed. 
To the experienced observer, the factory has not been 
"planned". 

The identical observations apply to Dimas, and the new 
factory buildings at Aleppo show exactly the same lack of 
flexibility. This is old style of factory construction is 
highlighted when comparison is made with some of the modern 
high technology buildings now constructed in the private 
sector . 

This is what the writer was saying when the proposed 
extension was "rejected". The technology of building factories 
has changed to keep pace with the improved manufacturing 
technology which takes place inside. If Thameco wishes to be 
identified as a serious manufacturer, comparable to the 
private sector, it can no longer afford to operate in outdated 
premises and should plan to develop an up-to-date factory. 
Similarly, the fittings provided within the building must be 
brought up to modern standards of hygiene, a»d, for instance, 
plastic laminated/"particle board" cupboards which are totally 
unsanitary and unfit for use in the pharmaceutical industry 
should all be replaced with modern stainless steel units as 
should marble topped sinks in production areas. 
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For its new structures, Thameco must be thinking along 
the lines of "modular construction". This is a method by which 
the outer shell of a building is designed as the load bearing 
component to support the roof and to provide maximum 
uninterrupted internal space. 

The actual working areas are purpose designed around the 
machinery and staff which are required to do the job in the 
most efficient manner. 

The working areas themselves are constructed of 
demountable metal and glass partitions and doors, with metal 
ceilings. These partitions offer the possibility that, at any 
time, they can be taken down and easily relocated to 
accommodate modifications in the technology of the production 
process. 

Thus it is possible to provide a building in 1994 which 
will still have the attributes of a modern factory in the 
foreseeable future. Whilst the initial cost of such a building 
may·· exceed that of the old style building, the savings over 
years of use, the facility with which modifications can be 
made and the overall suitability for pharmaceutical operations 
will far outweigh the initial cost. 

For maximum value, all services should be run across the 
tops of the workrooms. Walkways should be provided so that all 
maintenance can be performed from above, without the necessity 
of disrupting the integrity of the room itself. Thus, filters 
and light fittings can be serviced and cleaned without the 
ffiaintenance staff having to enter the workspace. 

This is the modern concept of factory building and 
Thameco must be prepared to incorporate it into its future 
planning if it intends to remain competitive with the private 
sector and if it intends to be a credible manufacturer of 
pharmaceuticals. 
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PROCUREMENT OF IMPORTED MATERIALS 

Procurement of imported materials is a Production Department 
activity; it should only be initiated AFTER receipt of certified 
sales figures from the marketing organisation. These sales 
figures must forecast the projected sales for the forthcoming 
year; to be of any real value to the Production Dept. the twelve 
monthly requirement must be broken down into three monthly 
periods. 

In view of the time delays involved in setting up production 
and packing lines it must be understood that the projected 
requirement for the first three month period cannot be changed; 
the second period's requirements are capable of some 
rescheduling; the final six month's forecast is totally flexible. 
However, the total annual requirement should not exceed the 
original forecast. 

Wherever possible the concept of "Just in Time" (JIT) 
deriveries should be employed; this may present some problems in 
Syria due to the length of the supply chain but every effort must 
be made to minimise the stock of raw material held by Thameco. 
Minimal stock offers the following advantages:-

a) reduction of the demand for foreign currency tied up in 
stock at any one time 

b) reduction of the risk of sensitive materials going out of 
date before use 

c) avoidance of mix-ups involving materials being used out 
of date-sequence. 

PURCHASE OF RAW MATERIALS 

Materials should be purchased from principals wherever 
possible, for instance vitamins from Roche, Aspirin from 
Monsanto, other companies able to supply bulk chemicals in the 
quantities required by a moderate sized manufacturer would be Dow 
Chemicals, Merck, Rhone Poulenc, S.K.Beecham, Roquette etc . 

.. 
Small or single drum quantities are best bought from one of 

the reputable European brokers such as Dolder AG., SelectChemie 
(Swiss) or Allwitt (UK). 
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In the best interest of product validation it would be 
valuable to have direct knowledge of the production facilities 
employed by the material manufacturer; this is not immediately 
possible in the case of materials coming to Syria from brokers. 
However, it is important that the country of origin of the 
material is known and all Purchase Orders for Raw Materials from 
brokers should require the broker to provide this information. 

Additionally, a manufacturer's Certificate of Analysis must 
accompany each delivery. 

The Purchase Order must specify that only material with a 
long Expiry Date should be shipped; this will avoid the problems 
which have arisen in the past of short dated raw materials being 
converted into Finished Goods with an un-acceptably short shelf
life. 

The purchase of cheap materials is false economy since they 
will probably not be easily capable of conversion into Finished 
Goods of consistent quality and efficacy. 

The need for a single re-work of a production batch 
im:!lediately inflates the actual cost of the raw material, and 
brings it in line with the price which would have been paid for 
high quality material at the outset. The cost of a second re
work, should that be necessary, obviously makes the real cost of 
the material higher again. 

In an activity such as tablet making, the physical state of 
Raw Material is as important as its chemical purity. Only the 
user (i.e the tablet maker) can appreciate which material is easy 
to work with and which is impossible despite the fact that each 
is chemically identical. The purchase of standard material is an 
integral part of Quality Assurance since it ensures that each 
batch of a product is identical in terms of physical and 
biological characteristics to every other batch of the same 
product. 

Thus, when a product profile has been developed around a 
particular quality and grade of material there should be no 
variation of the material during the life of that product. If, 
for any reason, there is a change of material, then the r~sultinq 
product must be regarded as a new product and a completely fresh 
product profile must be developed. 
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The question of determination of the proper price for Raw 
Material can only be resolved by the expedient of seeking bids 
from several different suppliers for the identical quantity of a 
material, this is best done by use of the 'fax machine since this 
assures that the prices quoted are absolutely current. An 
American weekly journal "Drug and Chemical Reporter" provides 
spot prices for every conceivable chemical, grade and quality 
and may provide a useful reference if required; this may, however 
provide misleading information if there is inconsistency in 
selection of the Quality and/or grade of material being priced. 

It is un-necessary to provide raw material suppliers with of 
the "points system" as set out in Th~~eco' s Bid Book. The 
Purchase Order must state the exact specification for the 
material required in order that the prospective supplier has only 
one question to answer; "does the material that I am offering 
comply exactly with the requirements of the purchaser'?''. If the 
answer is "Yes" then the supplier will submit an offer. 

It is strongly recommended that a company should standardise 
on a grade and quality of a material and take samples from 
several suppliers to determine which one has the optimal 
properties for the intended product; then THAT GRADE AND QUALITY 
ONLY should be specified in all future orders from THE SAME 
SOURCE. Only in this way will product uniformity be attained. By 
this means, a company will find that its entire supplies of Raw 
Materials will derive from 4-6 different suppliers, this will 
enable an understanding to be reached between the suppliers and 
the Syrian user which.will be beneficial to both parties. 

Material suppliers are generally prepared to be very 
cooperative when they have developed a mutual trust with their 
customer. It is not uncommon for them to supply urgently required 
material "on credit" to customers with whom they have had several 
years of satisfactory trading. This facility offers great benefit 
to the user and should be the goal of every company which 
purchases materials from overseas suppl~ers. 

The secret is to buy from only the most reputable sources 
and to provide the supplier with an absolute description of the 
requi~ed material. 

PURCHASE OF PACKING MATERIALS 

As with its Raw Materials, Thameco purchases almost all of 
its Packing Materials overseas. They are despatched by seafreight 
and as explained in the review of the activities of the 
Conunercial Department, it can take up to thirty- three weeks for 
the materials to arrive. 



The term Packing Material must be understood to include two 
varieties of material, namely Specific packing material, and 
General packing material. 

a) SPECIFIC PACKING MATERIAL: 
packing material which is Product 
example pilfer-proof caps which are 
logo, printed ampoule bodies, printed 

The term relates to any 
or Company specific; for 
embossed with the Thameco 
foil, printed cartons, etc. 

It represents the company; the customer purchases a medicine 
on the basis that the manufacturing company is known and its 
products are trusted. Loss of trust means loss of customer; and 
the easy way that a rival can destroy the reputation of a company 
is by obtaining some of that company's specific pac~ing material 
and making sure that the c~r.tents are in some way 91:>jectionable, 
eq by putting an insect into a bottle of cough medi¢ine and 
recapping the bottle using a Thameco pilfer-proof cap. 

___ Every time that Thameco ships specific packing material, 
there is a chance that some of it may find its way into the hands 
of a business rival, and Thameco's reputation is at risk. 

In the days when there were only the two public companies 
this loss of reputation did not represent a real danger. Now, 
however, there are probably thirty companies which are equipped 
to use specif) c packinq material of the type being imported by 
Thameco and this must be seen as a threat to the company's 
reputation. 

The long term answer, is that the company must import plain 
packing material, to be printed in Syria, either by the user 
company, or by a printing contractor who is provided with exact 
quantities of plain stock { eg pilfer-proof caps ) and the 
company's printing "slug" in order to do the job. On completion, 
the printer would return to the company the exact amount of 
printed material together with the printing slug. 

In the short term, however, there is risk of malicious 
damage to the products of reputable companies. 

The problem is not exc1.usively for the maligned company 
however, since the requlatory will have the greatest difficulty 
in proving that any objectionable material in a product actually 
arrived there as a result of carelessness on the part of the 
company purported to have made the product. 

Now that there exists a highly competitive pharmaceutical 
manufacturing sector in Syria it is important that a specialist 
printing business should also be established 
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b) GENERAL PACKING MATERIAL: This covers all other types of 
packing material and it is not liable to mischievous treatment by 
business rivals. Its manufacture requires extremely accurate 
cutting and folding if the material is intended for use on 
automatic packing lines. This is a peripheral industry to the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; its development in Syria should 
be encouraged. 
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RAW MATERIAL EXPIRY DATES. 

Regarding imported Raw Materials, the Expiry Date shown 
on the container is put there for the protection of the 
manufacturer; it represents the expected life of the material 
in the worst possible storage conditions, i.e. high 
temperature combined with high humidity. This Expiry Date is 
NOT ABSOLUTE, it is a GUIDE only and should be treated as 
such. 

All Raw Material deliveries should be accompanied by a 
Certificate of Analysis. The receiving Company must confirm, 
in its own laboratories, that the data provided on the 
Certificate of Analysis is accurate in every way. Should this 
not be so, the Company has a legitimate claim against the 
supplier for providing substandard material. On completion of 
its analytical check the receiving Company must allocate a Re
Te~t date to the material. 

Having confirmed that the material conforms to the 
required specification, the analytical results must be filed 
(on card or in computer) for future reference. Each grade of 
each material MUST HAVE ITS OWN CARD OR COMPUTER FILE. The 
data recorded on the card must show all of the pharmacopoeia! 
standards for the material, together with the actual results 
obtained for the material under investigation. The card must 
show the date of the original analysis and also the retest 
date; it should be signed by the analyst. 

At the time of retest, the material should once again be 
tested, but this time it is not necessary to perform those 
tests relating to impurities (such as heavy metals), which 
enter the material during its synthesis and cannot have 
changed during storage. The .~test procedures may be confined 
to determination of activity level (potency) and of 
degradation product which may have developed during storage. 

These figures for potency and degradation product should 
now be entered on the material's record card, immediately 
below the figures obtained in the first analysis. It is now a 
simple matter to compare the figures obtained in the first 
analysis with the new figures and see how the material is 
standing up to storage. Assuming that the material is still 
within specification a new retest date should be given and the 
material returned to store. 
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The same procedure shoJld be followed at the next retest, 
and by this time a pattern should start to appear in the 
analytical results. This will indicate how stable the material 
is in the conditions in which it is being stored; and it is 
now possible, by a simple extrapolation, to estimate a date 
upon which the potency will fall below the pharmacopoeia! 
limit or the degradation product will rise above it. 

The most easy way to extrapolate the Expiry Dates is to 
plot the results of potency and of degradation :oroduct on a 
graph, against time. A line will result which shows the 
decrease of potency over time; a second line will result which 
shows the increase of degradation product over the same time. 
It is possible to, theoretically, extend these lines until 
they reach the pharmacopoeia! limit, at which time the 
material will no longer conform to the official standard and 
will need to be rejected. This is the extrapolated Expiry 
Date . 

. -.:. The analytical figures obtained at the next scheduled 
retest will be transferred to the graph and used to evaluate 
the accuracy of the extrapolated Expiry Date. 

After sampling, the 
hermetically resealed to 
storage; the same care 
observed after each use of 

containers must be completely and 
prevent access of moisture during 
in re-sealing containers must be 
the material. 

Storage conditions for the 
the requirements printed on the 
comply with these standards 
deterioration of the material. 

Raw Material must conform to 
supplier's label; fa:lure to 

may result in accelerated 

At some convenient time approaching the Re-Test date 
nominated by the Company, the material should be re-sampled, 
FROM THE BULK, not from the laboratory keeping sample, 
retested, and the results treated in the manner described 
above. 

Whilst the material continues to conform to its 
specification, e.g. BP., USP. etc., then new re-test dates 
should be nominated and the bulk material returned to its 
corre·ct 
storage conditions pending use or until the scheduled re-test. 

The analytical and extrapolation work described above is 
the SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE QUALITY CONTROL 
DEPARTMENT. No material should be transferred to a production 
operation unless it is confirmed as being within the official 
standard and duly approved by the Quality Controller. Material 
which is not approved and signed by the QC Department MUST NOT 
BE USED IN ANY MANUFACTURING OPERATION. 
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In the case of Vitamins it is common practice to allow 
for an overage when formulating a product, this takes account 
of the deterioration which is inherent to Vitamins during bulk 
storage and during storaqe of the finished product. The same 
may apply to certain Antibiotics but in this case the 
development of toxic degradation products is inevitable. 

There is no such thing as an absolute Expiry Date. The 
shelf life of any material, whether in bulk or as finished 
product, is critically dependant on its conditions during 
storage. In the case of inorganic material, such as Talc or 
Kaolin, the shelf life can be almost indefinite provided that 
access to moisture is avoided. 

Organic materials however, are much more likely to 
deteriorate during storage and compliance with the 
manufacturer's storage conditions is the only way to obtain 
the optimal life from the material. 

Whenever a material is OUT OF PHARMACOPOEIAL STANDARD IT 
IS REJECTED. This is an absolute condition; the material must 
NOT. be returned to the store. It must be suitably marked with 
the words REJECTED, signed by the Quality Controller, and 
promptly disposed of. 

Dumping of rejected material should be done ir. an 
environmentally and socially responsible manner. Incineration 
is the pref erred method. 

With proper procurement systems, · proper storage 
conditions, proper QC procedures, and strict adherer.ce to the 
FIFO (first-in, first-out) rule, the rejecti<'n rate for Raw 
Materials and Finished Goods will be reduced to a minimum. 

It is not correct to enforce Expiry Dates in a 
generalised manner; it is the responsibility of the 
manufacturer to ensure that material in store, in all respects 
complies with the appropriate pharmacopoeia! standard. If it. 
fails to comply, it has no right to be in the store. 
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FINISHED GOODS EXPIRY DATES. 

All finished goods must carry a Batch Number and an 
Expiry Date on their innermost packing, i.e. on the bottle 
label if the product is bottle packed, on the blister if the 
product is blister packed etc. 

The Batch Number is self explanatory and clearly relates 
to the bulk batch from which the product was packed; this 
information is sufficient to trace the history of the product 
throughout its manufacturing, packing and Quality Control 
sequence. 

The EXPIRY DATE {Exp.Dte.) is, however, less clearly 
defined; it relates to the date upon which the product no 
longer conforms to the standards established by the 
manufacturer or set out in the pharmacopoeia. The cause of 
this non-conformity is generally due to:-

1) the strength or potency of the product has fallen 
below that which is claimed on the label. 

2) the degradation products of the components of the 
product have risen above the limits set out in the 
pharmacopoeia. 

The reasons for the deterioration of the product are many 
and varied; they must all be allowed for when the Exp.Dte. is 
allocated to the product. 

It is standard practice to establish Exp.Dte. during the 
"development stage" when the product is being progressed from 
the research laboratory to production scale. This progression 
may take several years in the case of an innovative new 
molecule. Several different trial formulations will be made up 
to . test the efficacy, bio-availability and stability of the 
product; the formulation which gives the best overall 
performance will be selected as the one which goes into 
production. 

Since a pharmaceutical product is a unit comprising 
rnedica~ent and immediate packing, it is imperative that the 
Exp.Dte. relates to the entire system and not to the 
medicament alone. The system is said to be "dynamic" because 
it responds to climatic changes of temperature and humidity. 



Thus, leaving a product on a laboratory shelf where climatic 
changes are both slight and slow will not provide much data on 
how the product will respond when exposed to the climatic 
extremes to which it will be exposed when offered for general 
sale. So it is imperative that "aging data" for the product is 
related as closely as possible to the situation in which the 
product will spend the greatest part of its life. 

Obviously, if this data were to be collected in 
normal, daily climatic variations it would require 3 years of 
exposure before a 3 year aging profile became available. This 
is too long a time to delay the introduction o~ a ne·.., product; 
so a process known as "accelerated aging" is employed. 

Accelerated aging involves cycling the product through 
the harshest possible climatic conditions repeatedly over a 
short period of time; it is performed in a "climatic cabinet". 
This is a purpose built room equipped with 
heating/humidifying and cooling/dehumidifying equipment which 
can be cycled between extremes several times per 24 hour 
period. The selected extremes should represent the maximum 
temperature/humidity and the lowest likely temperature/dryness 
combination likely to be experienced by the product. 

Assume that the cycling frequency is set at every 6 
hours; then, in one calendar day of 24 hours the cycle of the 
climatic cabinet will have been through the equivalent of 4 
calendar days; thus the aging will have been accelerated by a 
factor of 4 times. So a week in the climatic cabinet cycling 6 
hourly has the same value as 1 month in normal conditions; the 
selected cycling conditions may have ranged between 40C/ 80%RH 
and lOC/ 40%RH. 

By removing a sample of the product-under-test and 
analysing its critical parameters at intervals of, say, one 
month, it is possible to quickly determine the stability of 
the medication and its packaging, and by recording the 
analytical results in graph form to extrapolate a safe 
preliminary Exp.Dte. for the product. 

This preliminary date would, in course of time be 
confirmed by analytical testing of the product in real 
conditions. It is likely that the Exp.Dte. derived from the 
clima~ic cabinet data will be considerably shorter than that 
derived from the real conditions but this is not important 
because the climatic data was on the "safe side" and presents 
no risk to the consumer; an extended shelf life may be 
attributed to the product after extensive testing of the 
product in re3l conditions. The manufacturer has been able to 
launch the ryroduct onto the market confidently knowing that 
its Exp.Dte. has been determined by rational methods, not just 
guessed at and does not constitute a danger to the consumer. 



By this means, the manufactr.rer is confident that the 
Expdte. is valid for the product system, has been determined 
by objective methods, and can be proved to be accurate. 

The use of Exp.Dte.s is important since it protects the 
consumer from possible h:irmful effects of the deteriorated 
product. It also serves to protect the manufacturer against 
consumer claims that ill effects were experienced after taking 
a medication if the manufacturer can demonstrate that the 
product was, in fact, out of date. 

In order to achieve the true value of an Exp.Dte. it is 
important that STORAGE CONDITIONS are also provided, in 
detail, on the innermost packing material. Storage conditions 
should be realistically achievable in the . typical home or 
hospital and need be no more detailed than simply "STORE IN A 
COOL DRY PLACE", 
"DO NOT REFRIGERATE", or "REFRIGERATE AFTER OPENING' etc. 



DISPOSAL ~F STOCK 

Over a number of years Thameco has accumulated stock which is of no 
further value, because it is substandard or no longer used. It is bad 
:>ractice to retain worthless materials and the following should be disposed 
)f, in a responsible manner at the earliest opportunity : 

Material/Batch No. 

iono Sodium Citrate i14982 

~ono Sodium :itrate 31488 

Quantity Date 

13000kg 1982 

1988 

Reason 

No application 

No application 

Sodium hexameta 
Phosphate 6423060 124kg 1992 

1984 

Substandard 

Erythrornycin 

Tween 80 

Castor Oil 

Tragacanth 

~spirin granulation 

Bismuth CamphoCarb. 

Prcmethazine 

Urea 

~initrate Lysidine 

Lithium Benzoate 

'Alqinic Acid 

_Hexamine 

iTartaric Acid 

~Barbital 

.. 

. ~Pyramidone 

14883 

22979 

27387 

86.7kg 

297kg 

340kg 

lOkg 

· JOkg 

23kg 

23kg 

13kg 

3kg 

3.Skg 

47kg 

156kg 

Substandard 

Substandard 

Substandard 

1987 Substandard 

prel984 No application 

pre1988 No application 

pre1980 No application 

pre1980 No application 

prel980 No application 

prel980 No application 

prel981 No application 

1990 No application 

1979 No application 

1965 No application 
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Lidocaine HCl Skg 1985 No application 

Kaozate 23kg No application 

Chloroquine Phos. 2.Skg 1989 No application 

Phenobarbitone Acid 65.7kg 1992 No application 

Nicotinic Acid 0.535kg 1989 No application 

Acetarsol 368kg 1977 No aplication 

Charcole 5711kg 1977 No application 

Nicotinamide 84kg No application 

Lactic 

NOTES: 
medium 

Acid 66kg 1984 No application 

It may be possible to use the Charcole as a filt~r 

_Great care should be exercised in disposing of the 
Barbiturates because of their toxicity 
The Aspirin powder is a very significant quantity; it is r.~t 

soluble. Disposal should be in a pit which can 
be covered with earth as soon as possible. The location 
must be well selected to prevent the Aspirin entering 
the water supply or contaminating surrounding farming land 
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STATUS OF THAMECO LIQUIDS M.Z>JaJFACTURE. 

The general comments regarding the condition_ of buildings 
applies to the liquids department. 

All the machinery was examined and found 
appropriate for its use, except that in places, 
repairs had been left in a rough state, this will 
rapid corrosion in the wet conditions which apply 
Liquids Department. 

to be 
welding 
lead to 
in the 

In one corner of the mixing room, a tiled bench ends very 
close to the tank-stand, making housekeeping in the corner 
almost impossible. When the room is refurbished, the bench 
should be shortened by 1 metre to resolve this problem. 

STATUS OF THJ.\MECO QC LABORATORY. 

--· The QC laboratories at Thameco comprise what is now , an 
un-necessary complex of individual and independent departments 
doing what amounts to an identical job. Thus, there are labs 
for the Research Dept., for the Injection Dept., for the child 
food plant, and for the general factory. 

In the current status of Thameco, this degree of luxury 
can no longer be justified, and the entire QC set-up should be 
consolidated into a single laboratory for raw materials, a 
single laboratory for finished products and the appropriate 
in-process laboratories in the factory and the Child Food 
plant. (The term "single laboratory" is intended to mean a 
complex of specialities ie wet labs., instrument labs., 
biological labs., etc., which work for the entire factory, not 
for a single component). 

Thus, it would be possible to undertake a complete 
modernisation of the QC equipment, much of which is of 
considerable age, and no longer fully operational. it is not 
seen to be relevant in the context of this Report to spell out 
the individual pieces of equipment which are in need of 
replacement in the several laboratories. 

It is more appropriate to suggest a complete review of 
the QC function at Thameco, based on the LIMS (laboratory 
information management system) computerised principal. This 
will have the advantage of allowing Thameco to re-equip with 
modern technology, computer linked which will prevent the 
mistakes of the past where QC results have been hidden, or not 
correctly reported leading to many of the inherited problems 
described elsewhere in this Report. 

Subject to high level decisions on the future direction 
of Thameco, work on the status of the QC Dept should be held 
pending 
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STATUS OF THAMECO COMMERCIAL SECTION. 

The activities of the Commercial Section were reviewed 
with the head of the department and two assistants. Prior to 
the review, the writer had the opportunity to study a previous 
Tender Book. 

The legal and financial obligations placed upon the 
pr.:>specti ve supplier by the tendering process as set out in 
the Tender Book are onerous and have obviously been 
unacceptable to some of the major manufacturers such as Roche 
and Monsanto, consequently a number of valuable material 
sources ars not available to the company. Further, the leading 
antibiotics manufacturer, Beecham, has ceased to trade with 
Thameco on account of significant outstanding debts. In order 
to improve Thameco's reputation and to widen its supply 
options, these deficiencies should be rectified. 

Thameco currently buys Raw and Packing materials from a 
wide range of sources including principals, brokers in the 
European Community, India and the Far East. one of the major 
brokerage houses, Dolder, is disqualified since it is 
registered in Switzerland which is not a member of the 
European Comunity. This appears to be a totally irrational 
situation in light of the importation of materials from India 
and S.Korea. 

The Company currently uses 54 molecules of which 12 are 
antibiotics, 8 are vitamins and the remainder are 
therapeutically active chemicals. In addition, there are 77 
excipients and 17 colours and flavours on the tender book. All 
of the listed items are currently legal in their countries of 
origin. 

Thameco puts out two tenders per year and these are drawn 
up by hand. This is an immense undertaking and leaves many 
possibilities for transcription errors and omissions with 
consequential inability to carry the production/packing 
operation through to the Finished Goods state; hence the 
frequently heard observation of Thameco Is "stock out n 

situation. 

~It is important that the Commercial Department is 
computerised as soon as possible, using appropriate hardware 
which can also handle warehousing and production activity 
through remote terminals. Thameco should investigate suitable 
equipment and software and make recommendations to the 
authorities for earliest procurement, software development, 
installation, validation, and operator training. This is an 
area in which the private sector manufacturers already have a 
big lead on Thameco and if the company wishes to b~ a serious 
member of the manufacturing group it should not delay 
computerisation. 



The functions initially envisaged for computerisation in 
the Commercial Department include:

Stock Control 
Technical Standards for materials 
Comparison of offered materials against required 

standards 
Calculation of order quantities 
Raising of Purchase Orders 
Raising of Import Licences 
Raising of Letters of Credit 
Arrangement of Insurance Documentation 
Shipping instructions. 

Additionally it could be programmed to post notification of 
low stock levels and to identify re-order points. 

It has been noted that the private sector has a great 
ability to produce finished goods at short notice by contrast 
tc Tha!lleco and this matter was investigated with the 
Commercial Section. From the date upon which it is decided to 
place an order, typically six weeks will elapse before the 
Letter of Credit is opened. A further three weeks is required 
for the processing of the L/C through the Syrian bank, to the 
supplier's bank to the intending supplier. Delays in shipping 
the materials via Syriamar can add between one and three 
months to the delivery, however if the material comes by 
airfreight ·the delay can be reduced to just a few days. 
Delivery, by road transport, from the port of discharge to 
Damascus would typically require one - two days. 

Thus, the most optimistic lead time on Raw Materials that 
Thameco can expect is thirteen weeks but this could extend to 
twenty-one weeks subject to the activity of Syriamar; the 
Commercial Department has no control over the delivery time of 
materials once the request for the L/C has been issued. 

The situation for Packing Materials is worse since all 
materials have to be cut to size and printed before shipment 
is possible. This would typically add a further twelve weeks 
to the lead time making a total for Packing Materials in the 
order of thirty to thirty - three weeks. 

An additional delay component not included in the above 
process arises from Thameco's evaluation of materials and 
prices by committees. There are two committees; the first 
evaluates the quality of the offered material, the second 
evaluates the price of the offered material. Together this 
requires nine signatures before an order can be initiated. 
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For Thameco to operate in a modern manner based upon 
Product Profiles, the IDENTICAL GRADE AND QUALITY of a 
~aterial MUST be employed in each and every batch of Finished 
Goods. Failing this, every change of raw material or excipient 
would have to be classed as a new product and that product 
would need to be revalidated according to standards of bio
availabili ty/-equivalence, toxicity etc. Product Profile is 
the future direction of the pharmaceutical sector, and for 
Thameco to comply with the best stanc~rds of the industry it 
should be planning to move away from its traditior.al methods 
of material evaluation by committee and instead identify the 
CORRECT quality and grade of material for each product and 
purchase only THAT material in the future. 

For Thameco to be able to respond instantly to urgent 
requirements for Finished Goods would require the company to 
carry at least six months additional buffer stock of all 
involved Raw and Packing Materials. Obviously· this is possible 
to arrange; instructions and authorisation for the additional 
capital expenditure are required. 

Once again the question of Expiry Dates for Raw Materials 
was explored with the Commercial Department together with 
technical staff. The material in question on this occasion 
being Acetylsalicylic Acid from the highly reputable supplier 
Dow Chemical. (several batches are involved including Batch 
Number MM890111x79). Thameco seems to have been instructed 
(verbally) not to use the material since it had exceeded its 
Expiry Date . Yet there is no REJECT sticker on the drums and 
the most recent chemical analysis (1991, '92, & '93 ) 
indicates that it is still within the pharmacopoeia! limit. 
There is no plan to use the material neither is there a plan 
to dispose of it. This is a nonsensical situativ~ since there 
is reportedly 9, 680kg. of the material and its value is in 
the order of $50,000. This is obviously a sensitive matter to 
Thameco staff and the writer was given a number of different 
accounts as to the status of the material. 

In view of the value of the material it is important that 
the matter should be resolved by an unbiased referee. It has 
been proposed to Thameco that a representative sample of the 
material should be returned to Dow Chemical, together with an 
account of its storage conditions, Batch Number(s) and 
Thameco's own analytical results. Dow Chemical should be asked 
to perform and report on the necessary tests to determine the 
status of the material, and it should be used or dumped 
according to the data provided by Dow. It would be good 
administrative practice that, should a parallel situation 
arise at some future time, Thameco should be advised, in 
writing, with a complete justification cf the decision. 
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THAMECO - STATUS OF THE CHILD FOOD FACTORY. 

It is vital that the wo~k discussed below in this section 
should be UNDERTAKEN AND COMPLETED, in the forthcoming annual 
shutdown of the Milk Factory. The extent of the job is such 
that the normal, one week, shutdown will be insufficient time 
to complete the work but this is not a reason to leave the 
factory in its current, run-down condition. 

The principal problems of the Milk Factory are concerned 
with maintenance and housekeeping. The equipment is generally 
in sound condition but requires a complete overhaul, degrease, 
repaint and some repairs/spare parts; with attention it can 
operate for many years to come. Certain equipment in the 
factory and in the laboratory is now surplus to requirements 
and should be removed since it is a hazard; its removal will 
permit the remaining equipment to be better utilised. 

Conditions appropriate to the processing of food and 
drugs are of special importance in order for the necessary 
standards of GMP to be sustained. Only when these conditions 
have been provided and the equipment overhauled will the Milk 
Factory be able to approach an acceptable degree of GMP. 

The buildings and stores which house the Milk Factory are 
in serious need of attention. Walls, floors, ceilings, 
windows, services, doors and grills are all in a very poor 
state of repair and some are positively dangerous both to the 
product and to the personnel working in the plant. The 
conditions are so bad that the superficial daily cleaning has 
the ef feet only of removing the rubbish and gross 
contamination; the structural faults cannot be remedied in the 
normal course of housekeeping. 

Floors are in bad condition, part ceramic tile/part 
cement and not level; they should be brought to a standard 
level with concrete and finished throughout the milk factory 
with an Epoxy floor treatment. 

The Milk Factory was inspected in the company of the 
General Director of Thameco and the acting head of the Milk 
Factory; the following comments apply: 

'•' 

:Milling Section -
Door~ open, houseflies in the room. Hessian sacks, timber 
boarqs, broken pallets dumped in a corner, dangerous open pits 
requ~re covers, machine chain drives uncovered with powder 
cakeQ around shafts and chains. Fluorescent tubes uncovered, 
many, not working. Electric wiring hanging in loose and 
dangerous condition. Drain channel in floor uncovered. 
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Grain store -
Grain covered by wire mesh only, risk of infestation by 
vermin, also risk of contamination by materials falling into 
it. Solid cover is recommended. The external grain silos 
require some de-rusting and regalvanising of the fastenings. 

Drum Drier -
Condensation falling from the ceiling due to insufficient 
ventilation. Additional extractor fans required. General dirt 
on pipework; pump gland seal leaking badly. 

Can Making -
Machines should be de-greased. Steel angle protectors should 
be provided on all columns to a hight of 2m. Walls should be 
patched and ductwork repaired. Air blowers should be 
recommissioned if required, if not required they should be 
removed. The building expansion joint should be examined, 
repaired if necessary and re-covered. All light tittings 
should be replaced and electrical wiring fixed up. 

Filling -
Ve~tilation should be improved and all loose wiring removed or 
refastened. The Instamat line which is no longer in use should 
be removed, together with miscellaneous parts in store rooms. 

Vee Blender -
Replace shelf. Provide air entry so that the room can be 
operated with the door closed. Fit a filter to the ventilation 
fan. Remove notices taped to the walls. 

Sifter -
Repair a stress crack in the ductwork with flexible material 
to prevent future cracking. 

Stores -
Fit covers on ventilators to keep birds out. Repair roof where 
there is evidence of rain leaking in. Consider the possibility 
of expanding the stores to increase holding capacity and 
improve stock rotation. In the current situation it would be 
impossible for the storekeeper to take a stock inventory; the 
store should be provided with racks and pallets in the 
interest of inventory control, housekeeping, stock 
rotation(FIFO). 

Laboratory -
Remove unwanted equipment, repair benches and cupboard doors, 
replace ceiling tiles. 
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Attention to the matters listed above will give the milk 
factory a fresh and clean appearance which will benefit the 
product, motivate the workers to take a little more pride in 
their jobs and help the regular cleaning staff to keep the 
factory in improved condition. 

AMENDMENT: Late in the study of the status of Thameco, it 
was learned that purchase orders are placed, or are pending, 
for capital equipment valued in excess of QS$lmillion for a 
new drum drier, filling machines, and cartoning machines for 
the department. The writer was not shown any engineering 
drawings related to the new installation, but it is now most 
important that the necessary improvem~nts to the factory 
should be planned and implemented as a matter of top priority 
so as to facilitate the arrival of the new equipment. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO BIOLOGICAL TESTING 

This comprises Toxicity and Pyrogen ·testing. Animal 
houses were clean and well kept. Laboratories were being 
rebuilt, nearing completion. Ventilation and temperature 
conditions were satisfactory. 

Toxicity testing of Raw Materials using mice is performed 
on all antibiotic raw materials. 

Pyrogen testing, using rabbits, can no longer be 
performed in these laboratories since the Ellab multipoint 
recorder has developed a fault, consequently it is necessary 
for the technician to take all samples for testing up to the 
Aleppo laboratories as and when necessary. A batch of 
Negamycin ampoules is currently held up in the Quarantine 
Store pending a retest on the technician's next· visit to 
Aleppo. 

It is recommended that Thameco should immediately order a 
complete replacement unit for the damaged equipment, and 
further, should run some trials on the now official Limulus 
test with a view to validating the results of its animal work. 
By this means, Thameco would be starting to fulfil the 
requirements of the Minister of Health, in pioneering work in 
the development of the pharmaceutical industry. 

The question of training was discussed with the 
technician and it was learned that he had never, in fact, been 
trained in the job although he had been employed by Thameco 
for several years. 

It is understood that there is a contractual agreement 
for the Lequeaux company to provide on-the-job QC training for 
the staff of the Aleppo Serum Factory and it would be 
appropriate for the Damascus technicians to be in Aleppo at 
this time as observers. 

The laboratories have been comprehensively equipped to 
enable the performance of work far in advance of the current 
level; yet this equipment is standing idle and the only 
equiP.ment which is needed at this time is out of action. Thus, 
the investment is wasted. The biological laboratory is maybe 
the only one of its kind available to industry in Syria, and 
should give Thameco an invaluable lead over the private sector 
in the development and testing of, for instance, topical 
products. 
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It is understood that skin cancer is becoming common in 
Syria; inevitably it will become more com.~on. Thameco has the 
animals and equipment to be working on U/V blackout creams yet 
the laboratory is idle because its pyrogen tester is broken! 

This situation can only be described as an appalling 
waste of existing technology, and a complete lack of 
imagination in the Thameco management team. If and when the 
private sector launches its own blackout creams, Thameco must 
accept total responsibility for failing to make any use of the 
opportunity available it. 

There must be a range of other possibilities for product 
development in the biological laboratory. However, it is not 
the purpose of this project to establish a research or 
development program for Thameco, so this single example must 
serve to illustrate the point that the company must look, for 
its technical survival, to the efforts of its scientists, and 
if that effort is deficient no amount of superficial change 
will revive the company. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO 

.AMPOULE DEPARTMENT 

Conditions for manufacturing injection products are even 
more critical to the safety of the product than are the 
conditions for manufacturing oral or topical medicines. The 
status of the .Ampoule Department at Thameco was inspected in 
the company of the General Director and the head of the 
department. The following points apply: 

General to the department -
Poor illumination, broken and dirty ceiling tiles with 
evidence of water leakage. Loose and disconnected electrical 
wiring, broken walls with excessive holes in them - no loager 
in use, damaged doors. The rooms must be completely cleaned 
out and repainted, care should be taken to remove all paint 
runs/splashes and drips. Paint on windows and doorframes must 
be removed with a scraper. Replace all broken ceramic tiles. 

Off ice -
-:'rovide partitioned area for weighing station. Replace damaged 
cupboard. 

Preparation Room -
Remove unused door, provide cover for the radiator, remove un
neces~ary electrical wires and repair all damaged switches, 
remove unused pipework, repair or remove broken table, run the 
reverse-osmosis pipe. correctly, remove unused handles, Epoxy 
fill cracks in marble bench tops, provide new .:upboard for 
cleaning materials, fit a cap on hole in the wall, repair 
she.~ f, rt:pc:.ir door frame, clean walls and ceiling. Repair motor 
on Le.:i. .... : .. ixer. Fit gauge on storage tank and cap all unused 
fittings. Provide #316 stainless steel pipework to filters. 

Reverse Osmcsis room -
Fix ceil5 :i .-s, remove rubbish, provide accommodation 
cleaning m~cerials. De-rust all mild steel parts 
Phosphori< :-..cid, treat with metal primer and paint. 

Washing Room -

for 
with 

Fit temperature gauge on water tank, do not leave empty glass 
ampoules in the washing machine. 
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Autoclave room -
This area is pending the arrival of a new steriliser and is to 
be 
renovated when the new unit is installed. 

Clean room -
The clean room was inspected as though by a factory inspector 
and a total of 22 faults was found, including; cracked table, 
holes in walls and under partitions, bare plywood in light 
fittings, vacuum cleaner oil leak, serious dirt and grease on 
u/v lamp and under all machines and tables, air gaps around 
doors, broken glass and broken ampoules in corners of the 
room, etc . These were pointed out and discussed with the 
supervisor. The use of tN lights is dangerous if workers are 
exposed for significatnt periods of time; arrangements should 
be made that these lights are switched off before workers can 
enter the room. 

Autoclave -
Several points were noted in the autoclave itself; including 
loose panels and the use of mild steel machine screws where 
stainless steel should be used, however the most serious 
deficiency is that the door sealing gasket is so badly damaged 
at the bottom that it can no longer be considered effective 
and must be replaced as soon as possible. 

Air supply -
There is some confusion about the purpose of one air inlet, 
this matter should be resolved and the inlet removed if no 
longer in use or identified as to its purpose if it is still 
used. A serious deficiency exists in context of the 
sterilising filters -providing air to the room. These are 
routinely changed each year but are NEVER VALIDATED, thus 
their effectiveness is a matter of speculation. Since these 
are very costly components it is illogical to change them 
purely as a matter of course and casts serlous doubt on the 
authority's understanding of the function of sterilising 
filters and on the meaning of GMP. 

Changing room -
The Sterile Changing Room is completely unsuitable for its 
purpose; it is too small, has no hand washing facility, has no 
room for factory clothes/shoes etc. and offers barely enough 
room for one person to change. It is a Sterile Changing Room 
in np.me alone. There is a large, unused area available 
adjoining the existing room and this should be converted into 
a proper changing room as discussed with the staff of the 
Ampoule Filling Department. The observations related to the 
use of UV lights apply tc this room. 
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STATUS OF THA.~CO. CAPSULE FILLING DEPARTMENT. 

As in previous sections of the factory, the standards of 
the building and services require major work. Windows broken 
must be replaced, broken down machinery should be removed, 
useless and broken plastic containers must be removed, 
unpainted timber tables are cracked and broken - they are a 
threat to the product and should be replaced with hygienic 
stainless steel tables, the storage cupboards are beyond 
repair and must be replaced, the washing facility for 
equipment should be replaced etc. 

However, one of the most serious criticisms of the 
capsule area is the risk of cross contamination between 
products since the dust extraction system is non-existent and 
fine light dust is everywhere. The products handled in the 
capsule department are antibiotics and the consequences of 
cross contamination have serious implications. There is 
further possibility for product confusion in that the 
department has no proper containers for storing in-process 
materials; consequently on the day of the inspection, 
Erythromycin capsules were being filled on the machine and 
falling into a storage container still bearing the label of 
its original contents "Amoxycillin". This is completely un
acceptable and proper storage containers are required 
immediately. 

There is major risk to production workers by exposure for 
long periods to chemical agents and this is particularly 
serious when those chemicals are antibiotics. During the 
inspection visit it was very evident that the air was loaded 
with fine powder from the blending and filling operations and 
the floor was covered with powder yet the operators were 
protected with cheap paper dust masks of which there was no 
knowledge of their filtering ability; these were not in use by 
all operators and one individual was seen who's skin was all 
over white from the powder. Again, this is a totally 
unacceptable way to run a pharmaceutical factory. 

As in other parts of the factory, the manager's "office" 
comprises a desk and chair in the main production area with 
the expected covering of dust and the continued exposure to 
active chemicals and antibiotics. 

The lack of storage accommodation for 
lubricants, as previously mentioned, means that 
littered with boxes and cans which are absolutely 
in the context of GMP. 

tools and 
the room is 
unacceptable 
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Dust extraction in the capsule department is non
functioning. 

Worn-out polishing belts have been allowed to accumulate 
since no-one has the authority to dispose of them. They have 
no further value, they are a danger to the product, they 
should be disposed of by burning forthwith. 

Cardboard boxes in which capsule bodies are received from 
suppliers are brought into the department to be opened for 
use. Cardboard is a notorious spreader of spores and it is not 
appropriate that they should be brought into a manufacturing 
area. An ante-room should be provided in which all external 
packing materials are removed before goods enter production 
areas. 

It is recommended that the existing capsule department be 
cleaned up to the best possible extent, correcting the 
deficiencies described above and a COMPLETELY NEW facility 
built and equipped in a manner which will permit the 
continuing production of this important range of medicines in 
appropriate conditions. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO DROPS SECTION. 

General comments apply. 

Equipment is in acceptable condition although it is 
understood that the COMER mixer is underpowered. This co~ld be 
corrected by fitting a new motor. 

The department is provided with laminar flow filters at 
the filling station but their efficiency is unknown, therefore 
they should be regarded as useless. 

An un-acceptable amount of Finished Goods is stored in 
the Department since, it is claimed, there is no room for it 
in the store. 

STATUS OF THAMECO ORAL REHYDRATION SALTS. 

Equipment provided by UNICEF is in good condition 
although the filters are apparently not working, since the 
room is under a coat of dust. Improved housekeeping is 
required, as is external storage for finished product. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO DRY SYRUPS 

The same comments regarding the general condition of the 
buildings applies as previous. As in the Capsule Department, 
the amount of dust in the atmosphere is intolerable and 
represents a health threat to the operators. 

However, the situation is more serious in the Dry Syrup 
department since there are large holes in the ceiling and the 
equipment should be considered as worn out. The cost of 
attempting to repair equipment of this type and age would be 
money wasted. 

It is understcod that the products of the Dry Syrup 
department are of the greatest importance to the children of 
Syria and it is accepted that the department cannot be stopped 
for correction of its faults. 

It is therefore recommended that, as with the capsule 
department detailed above, the Dry Syrup department should be 
fixed up as well as possible in the short term so as to carry 
on production, whilst a totally new facility is constructed 
elsewhere on the Thameco compound, in accordance with the 
concepts of GMP, and equipped with completely new plant and 
equipment. 

The working conditions in the department would be 
condemned by a factory Health & Safety Inspector and it is of 
immediate importance that workers are provided with protective 
clothing and instructed in its proper use. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO OINTMENT DEPARTMENT. 

Comments general to the conditions of Tharneco apply 
equally to the Ointment Department. 

In the preparation, un-necessary manual labour could be 
reduced by melting paraffin base in its barrel and 
transferring to the mixing vessel by pump. The mixing 
equipment is in good condition; it is understood that the 
steam generator is to be replaced. 

A significant amount of material is lost in transferring 
from the mixing vessel to the filling machine; in addition, an 
unacceptable amount of manual labour is involved in the 
operation; this is detrimental to the product in the case of 
sterile ointments. 

The problem could be easily overcome by transferring the 
rni~ing equipment upstairs to the room exactly above the 
filling machine, and effecting the transfer by gravity. 
Thameco should request an engineer to check the floor loading 
of the upstairs room, and prepare drawings for the relocation 
of the mixing equipment if the floor is capable of supporting 
the load. 

The filling room is clean and tidy, acceptable for 
packing non-sterile topical prod~cts, however, the laminar 
flow unit which is moved into position over the filling 
machine for handling sterile ointments is unsatisfactory. 

It is recommended that 1hameco should 
purpose built facility for the production 
sterile ointments. 

provide a new, 
and packing of 
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STATUS OF THAMECO PACKING DEPARTMENT. 

The general observations regarding the condition of 
walls, ceilings, sinks, cupboards, wiring etc., are relevant 
to the Packing Department. 

The room is equipped with packing conveyors yet these are 
not in use because the operators prefer to work without them. 

On the day that the writer visited the department, there 
was serious risk of product mix-up since four products were 
being handled concurrently in an unpartitioned workroom. 

Since it is undErstood trat a quantity of new equipment 
is on order for the Packing Department there is no merit in 
discussing the existing machinery. However, before any new 
machinery is installed the room must be completely refurbished 

an~ partitioned to prevent the possibility of product mix-up. 

STATUS OF THAMECO LIBRARY. 

A potentially valuable asset being used as a tea room, 
the library holds some valuable reference works but these need 
to be reviewed and up-dated. Additionally, the library is home 
to a large number of Product Profiles prepared by foreign 
principals for the re9istration of their products in Syria. 

The preparation of Product Profiles for the Thameco range 
is an important component of Quality Assurance and it is 
suggested that the Library becomes the centre for this 
activity, using the works already there as models. 
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STATUS OF THAMECO QUARANTINE DEPARTMENT 

The Quarantine Department would be more appropriately 
known as the In-Process store, since "Quarantine" is generally 
understood to ref er to new material entering the factory, 
pending QC release to the main stores. 

The Quarantine Department was inspect~d with the 
department head. The department comprises several rooms which 
are clean and tidy, but the previous observations about the 
condition of the buildings, particularly ceilings and lights, 
apply in the Quarantine Department. 

Air conditioners are installed, but on the day of the 
inspection, they were not in use. Storage condition~ appeared 
to be satisfactory; however this could not be confirmed since 
there are no instruments in the rooms . 

. _ The rooms are filled to capacity. Goods are clearly 
identified and containers well sealed, with the exception of 
ampoules and ointments awaiting packing, in the upper room. 
Since these are homogenous batches there is no concern about 
product mix-up but it would be preferable if all containers 
were completely ciosed. 

One particular batch of in-process Overpen is in the 
Quarantine Department pending rework for remo·Jal of foreign 
bodies. Its period i~ the Quarant_ 1e Department exceeds four 
months, it is recommended that prompt action should be taken 
to complete the rework and pack the material before it. 

There are other materials in store at Thameco whose 
status is in dispute; these disputes commenced before the 
appointment of the current GD and they will be dealt-with 
elsewhere in this report under the heading of Inherited 
Problems. 
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STATUS OF TP.AMECO RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 

Thameco's future prosperity cannot be found by reverting 
to its traditional products. As stated elsewhere in this 
report, the 
"brand name generics" market is already oversupplied with 
manufacturing capacity and it would be of no value to relaunch 
Thameco in this direction. 

Thameco has an excellent Research Department which will 
not be equalled by the private sector in the foreseeable 
future. 

By contrast with its capacity, this facility is virtually 
standing idle. It has no research program and few pipeline 
projects. Thameco has no research policy. 

Yet the department has 
pioneering worK, which could 
pharmaceutical factory in Syria. 

the potential to do 
not be done in any 

some 
other 

The main use of the department is in the investigation of 
the manufacturing difficulties which result from the company's 
policy of purchasing raw materials which vary from batch to 
batch. Thus, the department is concerned with trouble shooting 
rather than with research. 

Clearly this is a waste of resources, both human and 
technical. In context of the staff of the department, unless 
they are properly employed, it is probable that they will 
become an addition to the "brain drain" which has already 
weakened Thameco' s technical middle management. The company 
must evaluate the effects of losing its research department 
staff to the private sector. In view of the difficulties that 
it has had in recruiting Key Persons for the Serum Factory, 
Thameco should not presume that it will be a simple matter to 
restaff its Research Department. 

In order to put the department to work, Thameco must 
develop a series of pipeline projects for products which it 
wishes to launch in five years time. 
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ANNEX l 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

GENERAL DIRECTOR 

1- To establish and implement a Responsibility Chart. 

2- To nominate authorized persons and provide job descriptions; 
delegate responsibility and monitor activities. 

3- To liaise with national authorities in support of Thameco. 

4- To establish and implement internal committees for GHP, Human 
Resource Development and Audits with appropriate subcommittees 
where appropriate; keep minutes and record progress. 

s-:. To establish budgets for Staff Training, Staif Benefits, 
Company Operation and Maintenance and Project Development. 

6- In close co-ordination with national authorities develop a 5-
year plan for the consolidation of Thameco as a national asset 
and leader in Pharmaceutical Industry. Honi tor and record 
progress. 

7- In conjunction with International Agencies develop, introduce 
and implement up~to-date management systems. 

8- In conjunction with representatives of the private 
~anufacturers' group and the HOH, assist in the development of 
a national policy on factory inspection, self regulation by 
the industry, and resolution of disputes arising from factory 
inspections. 

9- To arrange for the procurement of all necessary materials for 
the production of the required medicines as agreed with the 
authorities and supply the finished products in a timely 
manner. 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 

PRODUCTION CONTROLLER 

1- In conjunction with the Quality Controller, establish a 
written programme at GMP, SOP and QA appropriate for the 
operations being carried out of Thameco, 

2- S~lect and train suitable staff for production areas, 
equi~ment operations and records. Training should be on-going 
and records should be kept. 

3- Prepare job descriptions for responsible staff. 

4- Establish standard manufacturing and packing lines, specify 
expected achievement levels. 

5- Procure and store correctly, all necessary raw materials, 
packing materials, intermediates and finished goods. 

6- Manufacture, store and distribute finished goods according to 
accepted standards of GMP and QA, in line with the quantities 
specified by management. 

7- Maintain factory and surrounding areas in "Inspection 
Condition" at all times. 

8- In conjunction with the Quality Controller establish and 
implement a system of manufacturing and packing documentation 
based upon the system of Master Documents. 

9- Continuously monitor the foregoing matters. 

10- Report directly and independently to the General Manager. 
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JOB DESCRIPTION 

QUALITY CONTROLLER 

1- In conjunction with the Production Controller establish a 
written programme of GHP, SOP and QA appropriate to the 
activities at Thameco. Specific responsibilities should be 
clearly defined. 

2- Establish, verify and 
procedures. 

implement all · Quality Control 

3- Establish written standards for all Raw Materials, 
Intermediates, Packing Materials and Finished Goods. 

4- Prepare written standards for all laboratory reagents. 

5- Establish and validate a system of Expiry dates. 

6- Establish and implement a system of Acceptable Quality Limits 
{AQL) for all materials used in production. 

7- I•1 conjunction with the Production Controller, establish a 
system of Manufacturing and Packing documentation. 

8- Independently of the Production Controller, approve or reject 
materials in accordance with standard test resu:ts. 

9- Establish and implement "In process" test procedures. 

10- Provide appropriate accommodation and safeguards for all 
aspects of chemical, microbiological and animal testing. 

11- Continuously monitor the above matters. 

12- Report directly and independently to General Management. 
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OUTLINE OF WORK TO BE UNDERTAKEN BY UNIDO TRAINEES. 

a) Observe manufacturing technologies in own and ther 
specialities. 

b) Observe beneath. technology to identify and study the 
systems on which the industry is based. 

c) Identify how technology and systems are integrated to 
yield Quality Assurance, particularly in relation to the 
phasing of Quality Control and Production operations. 

d) Study the compliance of the industry with the 
requirements of the selected code of GMP. 

e) Pay particular attention to the non-production 
ac~~vities and standards of Industrial Health & Safety, 
Housekeeping, Planning, Inventory Control etc. 

f) Study the methods of preparing SOPs and Product 
Profiles. 

g} Translate the findings into methodologies which will 
have application in the evolution of the pharmaceutical sector 
in Syria. 

h} report and· assist the UNIDO STC to prepare 
documentation and systems to ~e employed in the pharmaceutical 
industry in Syria. 
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~ 
UNIDO 
~ ~- .. _ 

UNITED NATIONS INDl!STRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONz C • / k . si.zer s 

Post Title: 

Duration: 

Date required: 

Duty Station: 

~se of project: 

~OB DESal.IPTION 
JMVSYR/92/008/11-51 

Industrial Pharmacist 

4.5 m/m (split missions) 

1 November 1993 

13 October 1993 

Dc;.mascus with some travel to regional manufacturing 
centres 

To promote the domestic (public and private) 
pharmaceutical industry by introducing modern quality 
assurance system. 

Duties: The expert should perform, in conjunction with the other exper~s, 
the following duties: 

1. Establish a wricten progran.me of GMP, SOP and QA. 
responsibilities anist be clearly defined. 

Specific 

2. Assist in recruiting and training of appropriate staff for production 
areas, equipment, operations and ~ecurds. 

3. Establish production norms. 

4. ·· Assist in procurement and storing correctly all necessary raw materials, 
packing ~terials, intermediates and finished goods. 

5. Advise on manufacture and distribution of finished goods according to GKP 
and QA standards, in line with quantities specified by managemant. 

6. ··Assist in maintaining production are£s, stores and surrounding areas in 
"inspection condition" at all times. 

7. In conjunction with the o~her experts, to establish and implement a system 
of mam~~acturing and packing documentation. 

8. Conti.nuously monitor the foregoing matters. 

. ... / .. 

AA>lications and OJmmUniations regardi~.llis Job Oescripiio111 should be ~t to: 

Pr~ Penonnel Aecruiirnent Seciion, lndunrfri ()pemions Division 
' 
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9. Report directly and independently to General Management and UNIDO/WHO. 

10. Prepc.re a final report on the above giving specific recoaaendations 
conclus1ons. 

Qualifications: Senior Industrial Pharmacist with extensive experience of the 
practical and managerial components of operating 
pharmaceutical factories. 

Language: English, Arabic will be an advantage 

Background infonaation: 

_ .--~rug industry is expanding very rapidly. There is a great need to develop 
industrial standarns and a well f\.mc.tioning national dru5 quality assurance 
system. Support of public and private drug industry is urgently needed to comply 
with codes of accepted manufactu~ing standard~. 

In the original WHO document the purpose of the industrial pharmacist 
mission is as fo!lows: 

. 
l. To visit manufacturing companies and identify major areas in which 

standardization is necessary. Advise on appropriate levels of 
standardization and discun with the inspectorate the standards to be 
adopted into the inspection system. 

2. To consolidate the experience gained by UNIDO fellows during their 
industrial training overseas into a range of operating manuals for the 
industry. 

3. To work with · senior man3gement and administration staff in the 
manufacturing sector and initiate guidelines for good manufacturing 
practices. 
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AllNEX •5 

UNIDO SUBSTANTIVE .BACKSTOPPING OFF1cm•s COHKENTS ON l1IE EXPER.rs REPORT 

The Integrated Develop!llent of Pharmaceutical Industry in the Syrian Arab Republic 
is one of the most important UNIDO technical ;:ooperation programmes in the 
pharmaceutical industry because it aims at addressing of all issues of the 
industry in a country and subregion which faces major economic, political and 
social challenges. 

As a very highly regulated area in which the know-how is limited, restricted or 
even classified, the pharmaceutical and allied industries, both in the public 
governmental and the private sectors, have to create revenues and net results to 
achieve financial sustainability. The sustainable development of the 
pharmaceutical ina.ustry cannot, in the long term, be achieved by government 
subsidies. The industry should, therefore, be competitive. To become competitive, 
continuous quality improvement is needed. 

It is interesting to note that based on a North American survey in 1988, the 
following rank importance of ten competitive abilities was defined: 

1. Ability to offer consistent high quality; 

2. Ability to keep timely delivery dates; 

3. Ability to provide high performance products; 

4. Ability to provide fast delivery; 

5. Ability to introduce new products quickly; 

6. Ability to provide after-sales service; 

7. Ability to offer affordable prices; 

8. Ability to off er a broad product mix; 

9. Ability to obtain wide distribution; and 

- 10. Ability to make rapid volume changes. 

In addition to quality improvement, simplification and cycle time reduction of 
·the' manufacturing processes could lead lower production costs, and consequently 
can: increase competitiveness. Since manufacturing activities account for 

- approximately 35-40 % of all-costs in the pharmaceutical industry, reduction of 
manufacturing costs and improvement of efficiency at all levels of operation can 
increase the results. 

To increase e~f iciency the pharmaceutical industry should focus on the 
formulation and packaging (secondary) industry producing generic and over-the
coU11ter (OTC) products and brand name products under licensing agreements. 

··It 'should also be emphasized that economically and ecologically (environmentally) 
''sustainable development goes hand in hand. Due to the very strict international 
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regulations, economic growth cannot be achieved vi thout taking care of t.be 
environmental regulations. Since the pharmaceutical industry processes a large 
number of chemicals and hazardous chemicals, aspects of safety, eco-toxicology 
and hazardous waste management should be very carefully taken into account. 

'nle introduction of modern management techniques to manufacture quality products 
of high consistency may be one of the best inves~ents in the long run for the 
development of a modern pharmaceutical industry. A brief description of a number 
of quality related programmes that have a major importance in the pharmaceutical 
industry is outlined hereunder. It should be noted, that the individual items 
are interlinked, certain areas are overlapping. Several items are, by nov, parts 
of the regulatory requirements and therefore considered as driving forces in 
shaping the pharmaceutical industry. It should, however, be noted that in 
several aspects the internationally accepted requirements neither in their 
specific details nor in their general approach are identical. These differences 
can become clear not only from the facility and equipment requirements for 
phar.aaceutical/biotechnologicaljbiological plants but also from the quality 
specifications and from reports on the different regulatory agencies' inspections 
and auditing. 

1. VALIDATION 

The validation of the manufacturing and quality control processes 
for the pharmaceutical and heal th industry products assures a 
consistent production of the desired product with specified purity, 
safety and efficacy. Furthermore, validated processes operate at a 
controllable yields and predictable capacities and costs. According 
to the US FDA process, validation is establishing documented 
evidence which provides a high-degree of assurance that a specific 
process will consistently produce a product meeting its 
predetermined specifications and quality characteristics. 

Until recently, only the final steps of steril~ and aseptic 
processing operations such as product sterilization, packaging 
sterilization, aseptic formulation and filling, sterility testing, 
etc. , were validated in the manufacture of pharmaceutical and 
biological products. The validation of these operations focused on 
proving that they were maintained aseptic. As an increasing number 
of natural and recombinant biologicals have been licensed to be 
marketed as preventive, therapeutic and diagnostic products, it has 
becoir.e clear that subtle alterations in the techniques used to 
produce, concentrate, purify, fractionate and isolate these products 
can - significantly influence the composition, configuration, 
activity, efficacy, safety and stability of complex biological 
molecules. Consequently, the downstream processing, but to a lesser 
extent even the upstream processing of biologicals are coming under 
the increased regulatory scrutiny of validation. 

Process validation is necessary to identify the critical process 
parameters, establish an acceptable range for these parameters, and 
to provide a means of controlling them. Process validation is the 
means of studying or challenging a process to prove that i~ is doing 
·1hat it purports to do. In order to prove that a process is doing 
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what it purports, in-process monitoring and control techniques must 
be in place and in-process specifications or alert and action limits 
should be set for the monitoring that is conducted on the process. 
If a process is to be introduced in the manufacturing operations, 
prospective validation could be used. This could involve designing 
a challenge of the process to determine whether the process 
effectively handles the challenge, meeti:ig the pre-set criteria that 
are necessary for validation. Spiking tests could also be useful to 
establish in-process specifications and therefore they are 
extensively used in validation. Challenge and spiking tests in 
addition to the traditional process optimization teclmiques ar<! also 
used to optimize yields. If in a pre-determined number of 
consecutive trial lots (in most cases 3 to 5 lots), the pre
established criteria are met, the process is considered validated 
(c~nsistency tests). Each single unit processing step should be 
validated. After the process is validated, it must continue to be 
monitored and controlled on a routine basis. 

If a process is already in use, concurrent validation and 
retrospective validation can be used to prove that the process is 
fwictioning according to design. This would involve the review of 
each individual step of the upstream and downstream processing. This 
review could lead to the optimization of the process, the 
establishing of new process monitoring and controlling criteria and 
new in-process control techniques and specifications of the phase 
and finished products. 

The_ ~process validation and the maintenance of the validated 
· processes resulting in products of a high degree of consistency 
·require the introduction of computerized process monitoring and 
-control techniques. The analysis, ~valuation and intLcpretat:ion of 

the· data obtained during the above requires statistical process 
control. 

Process validation is a prerequisite for efficient, productive and 
cost effective processes. The manufacturing processes must be 
revalidated whenever there are major modifications in the 
facilities, equipment, raw materials or processing conditions 
(parameters) that may effect product: effectiveness, purity, safety 
or · stabili t:y including changes in rav materials or equipirent: 
suppliers. 

2. STATISTICAL PROCESS/QUALITY CONTROL (SPC) 

... Statistical process/quality control (SPC) offers tools and 
· · - ttfohniques that are designed to monitor, control and improve the 

·production processes. SPC assists in identifying and minimizing 
~. J>rocess variation, "'onsequently it can be used to optimize processes 
~and reduces work in process (WIP) losses. 
I .. I • ~ ' 

' .. 
The basic objectives 
process variability 

·;reasonable costs and 

of SPC are directed toward understanding 
and therefore process improve~ent within 
time. SPC can be regarded as a set of 
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statistical tools to support the broader philosophy of total quality 
control. The knowledge of statistics requir .:d for most of the 
widely used SPC techniques include means, ranges. standard deviation 
and fiducial limits, analysis of variance and "larallel line assay. 
Therefore, SPC is relatively easy to apply and can effectively be 
used by plant operators and laboratory technicians/technolcgists. 
Recently, powerful softwares for PCs are available for SPC. 

SPC focuses on monitoring, controlling and improving the quality of 
the process, not the product. By analyzing the parameters of 
manufacturing processes and/or quality control techniques, SPC 
provides persC'nnel vi th the ability to validate process or test 
improvements. C~mputerized SPC packages. when integrated with 
automated process monitoring and control systems. analyze historical 
production parameters/product specifications and correlates them 
with the equipment performance data of a give production lot by 
using removable or embedded sensors. 

TQM does not consist solely of statistical methods. Rather, it also 
consists of a set of techniques, some of which are very simple and 
effective, yet which requires little knowledge of mathematical 
statistics. Some of these techniques employed in TQC are: process 
flow charts, histograms, Pareto analysis, cause and effect diagrams, 
Cannt charts, control charts for variables and attributes in 
addition to pre-control charts and scatter diagrams and various 
goodness-of-fit techniques. 

The key to successful and effective implementation of SPC is well
p~anned, focused and creative data collection combined with good 
problem-solving processes that lead to implementation action. In 
6rder for SPC to be effective, meaningful data must be collected Rt 
the right points within the process. The interpretation of the data 
obtained is the most sens1t1ve part of the process, since 
statistical significance and significance in the process or test 
should clearly be differentiated. 

Tu complement the use of SPC and enhance the process improvement 
effort, proper experimental designs and/or model experiments should 
be usP.d. As a quick method to determine critical process 
parameters, Taguchi methods for conducting process evaluations can 
be applied. The results from the Taguchi methods can further be 
re!jned using !actor analysis. 

3. VENDOR PARTNER.SHIP 

To e:stabl i.sh and maintain a validated control of manufacturing 
.. processes and quality control techniques, all inputs must be under 
control. In particular, suppliers of raw and packaging materials 
have to meet the specific.at: ions. The goal of vendor partnership is 
to assure adequatP. quality materials that are guaranteed by the 
supplier. The vendor .?sta.blishes document:ed evidence that its 
manufac~uring processes are validated, and consequently they can 
-:"onsistently mut the required specifications and quality 
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characteristics. This type of vend~r partnership can further be 
strengthened by vendor audits conducted by the pharmaceutical 
manufacturer (the buyer) or by a regulatory authority. Partnership 
with certified vendors for purchase of raw and packaging materials 
reduces quality control costs by reducing the number jf tests to be 
performed on starting materials and also reduces the production 
lead-times by reducing WIP. 

Vendor partnership creates a mutual problem-solving continuous
imI rovement focused relationship between customer and supplier. The 
re~ul~ is higher quality and often lower materials and production 
costs, since agreements between buyers and vendors are replacing 
open competitive market. Long term commitments with certified and 
validated suppliers characterize partnership arrangements, therefore 
encouraging vendors to make productivity improvement investments and 
product. and process development and improvement (R&D). 

Vendor partnership has been developed with equipment suppliers an1 
service industry, thus the ever-increasing cost of quality can very 
efficiently be controlled. The leading suppliers of the main 
pr.armaceutical ~anufacturing, processing, service and 
infrastructural equipment are offering not only validated equipment 
but process validation in the purchase price. Service industry 
specialized for contract R&D, process improvement, validation of 
manufacturing processes and quality control techniGues offering 
services such prices which are very reasonable for a pharmaceutical 
company without previous experience in these currently developed 
very specialized field. The cost of contracting out certain 
validation processes might be half compared to the purchase price of 
a· instrument required to carrf out the validation. In the new 
biotechnological industry the vendor partnerships play an important 
role to develop industrial and technological co-operation and not 
only improve but develop new quality requirements. 

4. JUST-IN-TIME (JJT) 

Just-in-time is an approach to achieving excellence in a 
manufacturing company based on the continuing elimination of waste 
and consistent improvement in productivity. JIT is a concept that 
changes the basic philJsophy for manufacturing and the goods that 
are ;>recessed into finished manufactured goods. n,e technical 
&SJ>'c?Cts of JIT involve linking and/or overlapping opeution!:, 
reducing set-up t~mes, reducing inventory levels, etc., to achieve 
efficiencies through the elimination of excess waste and 
inventories. Simply put, the philosophy of JIT call.:; for the 
production of only the minimum necessa.cy units in the smallest 
possible quantities all meeting required specifications of quality 
in the lest possible time and delivered on time. Quality-at-source 
is a fundamental concept of JIT. One can easily undt!rstand that JIT 
can.,ot be implemented without a well-functioning systt!m of 
ce.rtified and validated vendors. 

The benef.its of s·1ch a pr.,gramme are as follows: 
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Reduction of manufacturing lead-times throug~ the use of line 
balancing which reduces queues, reduces YIP, shortens set-up 
times and achieves efficiency thr~ugh the adjustment of plant 
layout ( personnel, input and output/waste materials and 
product flo"'s). 

Si~plifies in-rcocess monitoring and control. 

Reduces inventory levels of raw mat:erials and packaging 
materials. 

Reduces the need for storage space, racks, conveyors, 
forklifts, computer terminals for inventory control and 
material suppo~t personnel. 

By certification of vendors and vendor partnership programmes 
where quality of raw materials are assured by the sup~lier, 
costly and time consuming release tests could be reduced and 
possibly eliminated. The materials could be utilized for 
production as soon as they delivered with1Jut staying in the 
quarantine area of the store. A long term vendor partnership 
would motivate the supplier to package the needed quan:ities 
in individual containers fitting easily and appropriately to 
the manufacturing equipment and processes where they are used. 
This would further reduce the number of quality control tests 
to be performed on the raw materials, the vaste of raw 
materials due to their storage of an opened container and the 
manufacturing lead-times. 

5 • ZERO DEFECTS PI..AmlING 

Zero defects is a performance standard. It is the standard vf a 
craftsperson regardless of his or her assignment. It is not limited 
to production efforts, in fact, some of the largest gains are 
obtained from service a~eas. 

The objective of zerr defects is to do it right the first ~ime. 

That m~ans concentrating on preventing dP.fer.ts rather than just 
identifying and fixing them. 

Most human error is caused by lack of attention rather than lack of 
knowledge or experience. Lack of attention is created "1hen we 
assume that error is inevitable or when due to the boring routine 
we are less observant. If we consider these conditioliS carefully 
and pledge ourselves to make a constant consciou3 effort to do our 
job right the first time, we will take a giant step toward 
eliminating the waste of rework, scrap and repair that increases 
cost and reduces individual opportun:cy. 

In the validated manufacturing and control systems, the rejects also 
gain a dliferent interpretation. A reject is not simply a scrap, 
but has value, since only a reject gives the chance to revizit the 
standard operation procedures (.'>OPs) and validatton. 
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"'he zero defects programme requires active management participation 
and empowerment of employees. It needs team work, motivation, 
recognition policy with incentives and rewards, commitment, 
creativity, opportunity to influence and responsible for self. The 
planning of the programme should spell out at least the following 
elements: 

Dissatisfaction with the status quo, 

Vision of the desired state, and 

Determination of the first practical steps. 

If committed to change the first practical steps could be: 

Contact, 

Awareness of change, 

Understand the change, 

Po.:itive perception, 

Installation, 

Adoption, 

Institutionalization, and 

Internalization. 

The cost of quality is the cost of not doing things right the first time. These 
costs arise from four major sources: 

Prevention costs, 

Appraisal costs, 

Irttenial failure costs, and 

External failure costs. 

The two'costs related to product failure are avoidable. There are two 
further ccst categories which arr. not to be confused with the cost of quality. 
These cat:egori'es .-. namely the cost of compliance and the cost of doing business. 
should also be monitored since they can also b~ reduced in the long term as a 
re sul. t of qua1:1 ty improvements . 

The cost of cc1~pliance includes the expenses incurred to ensure compliance with 
various licens,e agreements and requirements of regulatory agencies. 



The cost of doing business includes items such as unavoidable manufacturing 
vaste, ~t~rial- shrinkage, legal advice and minor variability in yields. 

The objectives of a ~ost of quality study are two-fold; to increase the general 
awareness of the magnitude of the cost of quality and to establish clear 
para.llleters by which improvements can be measured. Conventionally, the results 
of such a study can be used to support additional capital expenditures in the 
prevention and appraisal areas that are designed to reduce the failure costs. In 
the new quality model the findings of a cost of quality study should be used to 
shift from quality-tested processes (appraisal) to quality-driven processes 
(prevention - quali.ty assurance) at-.d to apply quality improvement techniques such 
as the vendor partnership efficiently. 

1. PR.EVEN".CIOH (QuALITY ASSURANCE) 

1. Re-education and re-training of personnel in quality assurance 
(metrology and validation), :nanufacturing and quality control 
(validation of personnel). 

2. Supplier quality evaluations, establishment of vendor 
par~nership. 

3. Validation of facilities, equipment, laboratory animals and 
manufacturing processes/quality control techniques. 

4. Equipment calibration. 

5. Facility and equipment maintenance, and maintenance of 
supplies, and preventiv~ maintenance. 

6. Improvement of facility and equipment. 

7. Process and testing improvements. 

8. Reliability engineering. 

9. Maintenance and compliance with GMP (SOPs, etc). 

10. Maintenance of the operations strategic planning (OSP) and 
business requirements planning {BRP) systems and other 
corporate planning processes. 

2 •. ~PRAISAL {QUALITY CONTROL) 

L. Acquisition of improved testing equipment. 

2. Raw material testing and inspection. 

,3. -_ Packaging and component testing. 

,4_ Environmental monitoring and validation. 
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S. Process and facility audits. 

6. Hygienic testing of employees and validation. 

7. In-process control and quality control of finished products. 

8. Stability testing. 

9. ·Trending of product quality. 

10. Statistical quality control. 

3. INTERNAL FAIUJRES 

1. Raw materials and WIP losses and subsequent write-offs: 

specifications and/or requirements are not met, 

•accidental• (QA system and validation should be reviewed), 

excessively poor yield, 

expired dating, 

scrap and leftover, 

overfilling. 

2. Finished goods write-ofts and retesting. 

3. Rework· and reprocessing. 

4. Retesting: 

QC testing problems, 

product-related retesting, 

market-related problems. 

5. E~cessive in-house procedures and testing - re•1alidation: 

plant is clojed down - annual maintenance, 

testing failures with similar products, 

iaboratory animal failures with similar products. 

6. Equipment ~ ~eakdown resulting in down-time. 

7. Production delays and capacity bottlenecks. 

8. Incident reporting and follow up. 
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9. Citation by the regulatory authority. 

10. Excessive inventory carrying charges. 

11. Expediting and rush orders. 

12. Meetings concerning supply problems and testing problems that 
requir~ corrective action. 

13. Redesign of production and management processes. 

14. Lost sales resulting from above problems. 

4. EXTERNAL FAILURES 

l. Product recalls including lost sales revenues, lost customer's 
confidence. 

2.· ~oor service level. 

3. Customer complaints and the costs of any resulting allowances. 

4. Legal settlement fees. 

5. Licence revocatior. or regulatory changes to pergit further 
competition. 

6. Retest related to the failure at the regulatory ag~ncies. 

7. Substandard quality of raw materials. 

8. Substandard quality of laboratory animals. 

The introduction of the modern quality l'l&nagement techniques should be carried 
out in parallel to an extensiv~ support/training programme to be offered to the 
senior management. The management support should also introduce a clear and 
transparent chain of command and an annual performance appraisal system as part 
of the human resource development through a restructuring exercise of the 
pharmac.eutical industry. 

In addition to the above given recommendations, which are focused to actions to 
be taken by the pharmaceutical industry, it should be the role of the government 
to create such an economic environment that would have a nurturing effect on the 
industry. In this context, it is interesting to note that in the South hsian 
region, where'the pharmaceutical industry is growing very fast, a wide range of 
investment incentives are offered to improve the investment climate. 
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SUMARY OF COllPARATIYE JIVESTllEllT IICEJITiYES 

(l1std DI 1 Sar•tJ of tb1 S&Y 6rou1; witb Ult Ptraission of SilY) · 
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KAl : T1lll KOi 516 : THI CHI : Id PHI Hr.6 
I 
I 

E1e1Dtioa froa T11es 1ad Tiriff Duties 
Clpit1l 61ins T11 Yrs Yes Yes Yes : Yes Yts : Yes lo Yes 
Coroar1te lncoae T11 Yts Yts Yes Tes ' Yes Yes • No Yts YH 
T11es 01 l111orttd C1uit1l 6oods Yts Yts Tes IH Yts Yes Yes Yts Yes 
T11es OD loyalties Yes Yes Yts Yrs Yes Jes lo ICo lo 
T11es OA l1parted t1w 11iteri1ls Yts Yes Yes YH Its Yts Yes Yes Yes 
Vithlloldia9 T11 e1 Interest on • Yes Yts Yes Yes lo Yts Yes, lo Yes 

Forei91 lo;ns (T11 Credot) .. 
Other T11es ind Fee lo Yes Yes Yes Yts Yes Yes Yts lo 

Dedactioas fr09 T111ile toroorate Inco1e 

Accelrrated Depreci1tion Allowance Tes Yes Yes Yes lo Yes lo lo Yes 
Clrry forward of C1~it1l Allowance Yes lo lo Yes llo lo lo llo lo 

daring the Relief Period 
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Reinvested Profits lo Yes No No Yes lo lo lo lo 
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T11 Credits <Direct Reduction Froa 
Coroorate lnco1e T11es) 

Invest1ent T11 Credits Yes • Yes Yrs lo lo Ko lo lo No 
T11 Credit On Do1estic Capital 10 Yes Yes lo llo lo lo Yes lo 

Eouipnat 
Other T11 Credits Yis Yis Yes No lo Yes Yes YH No 

hteasion of Incentive Av'ailunt Period Yes Yes Yes Yes lo Yes No Yes Ila 

Soecial Incentives 
.. 

To l'lultin1tion1l Coap1nies 
I 

lo lo lo lo llo llo ID Yes No 
To E1Dorttrs 

I 
Yes TH Yts YH • YH YH YH TH YH 

To Offshore lantin9 ,Units Yt1 Yes No Yes: No No 110 Yts ICo 
Other l11s 6rantin9 ,ienefitis to No llo No Yts: Yu Yes Ho Yes Yrs 

Foreign Jnveslqr • • 
I 

Assi1t1nc1 to Investor 
I 

Joint Ytnlur1 lrokrr1(1 :.Yes No Yrs Tes: Tu Yu YH Yes Yrs 
Technical.Aisistanc1 · : Y11· YH Yrs YH: Yu Yrs No : _No· Tn . 
Prociisin9 of Aoplication and :Tes Tes Yrs Yn: Yes YH TH I Yu Yrs 

Other ReQuirutnts , . 
• 
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The author has recommended the promotion o! the Syrian Pharaaceutical 
Manufacturers Association (PKAS). Such a professional association could, if 
established, be a forum where issues of common interest would be discussed. PKAS 
could lobby for a government policy for pharmaceutical industry. £or government 
incentives, for human resource development at the level of higher education 
(universities, colleges, etc), for regulation of imported drugs. PKAS could also 
discuss the regional issues and opportuni. ties for cooperation among the 
manufacturers of the region. Such cooperation can start issues of comon interest 
e.g. pbanaaceutical industry waste management. 

To promote.pharmaceutical industry of internationally accepted high quality, 
UNIDO has developed a concept for providing support to the national drug 
regulatory arid quality control authorities as well as to the industry. Service 
centres of '!'xcellence could specifically be developed to offer services and 
inforaation to the industry. To realize this concept a Pharmaceutical Technology 
Service Centre (referred to as Centre) was esta_blished with UNDPJUNIDO assistance 
at the Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences of Cbulalongkorn University, Bangkok, 
Thailand, in close cooperation with the Federation of Thai Industry (FTI). the 
Pharmaceutical Industry Club (PIC). the lhai Pharmaceutical Manufacturing 
Association (TPHA). and Department of Technical and Economic Cooperation (DTEC) 
and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the Ministry of Public Health • 

. A.brief account on the activities of the Centre is given as follows: 

The Pharmaceutical Technology Service Centre is responsible for the 
following activities: 

A. Training of personnel at all levels in the pharmaceutical 
industry in current -good manufacturing practices (cCKP) and 
quality assurance. 

B. Monitodng compliance with requirements of cCKP and 
auditing/self auditing. A few most frequent occurring 
examples of non-compliance are as follows: 

1. Inadequate layout due to incorrectly designed material; 
product and personnel flows. 

2. Cross contamination due to the above. 

3. Unmonitored environmental conditions such as atmospheric 
pressure. airborne particle coWlt, temperature. humidity. etc. 
particularly in aseptic area. 

4. Inadequate stability of the products. 

C. Provision of services required by the pharmaceutical industry 
as follows: 

1. Advice on planning and designing new manufacturing facilities 
with optimized layout. 



2. Establ:l!-:-U:.~:17: of crit:-~ ·, fct: t~e construction of clean rooas 
and prc:;hi.~ :: i -:.;;: of -rou11s of s p.: cial/toxic substances. such as 
penicillin, st~rcids, "-:-:c. 

3. Selection ~f the right: ccnscruction materials for the interior 
·portion of the manufacturing plant or laboratory (i.e. 
insulations, water or vapour barriers, interior finishing and 
coating, etc.) 

4. Designing model types for production service facilities and 
equipment required. 

5. Assistance in selection of manufacturing equipment. 

6. Establishment of appropriate standard operating procedures and 
sound/effective preventive maintenance programmes for 
equipment, facilities and building(s). 

7. Identify, order or design and fabricate calibration equipment 
required for validati~n of instruments and machinery. 

8. Designing a portable waste water plant and other pollution 
control equipment adapted to the capacity of the 
pharmaceutical p~oduction plant. 

D~ Introduce the basic GMP documentation in the pharmaceutical 
industry as standard operating procedures (SOPs), batch 
production records (RPRs), test records (TRs), etc. 

The Centre was opened on 17 ·April 1991 and became effectively 
functional and operational as of October 1991. Since then it has 
becq~e well accepted both by the Thai Pharmaceutical Industry and 
die· FDA. The Ministry of Health has expressed interest in 
·cooperating with the Centre and t,, promote its activities. Several 
ne.fghbouring countries expressed interest to utilize the services 
provided by the Centre. Recently, representatives of the Ministry 
of Health of Laos visited the Centre. 

It. is strongly felt that the P!larmaceutical Technology Service 
Centre in Bangkok, Thailand, could be expanded to provide services 
to the neighbouring countries and the countries in the region. High 
level' government officials of Laos and Vietnam have shown intere6t 
in· partiC:ipating in the progra111111e and during their visit also 
expressed interest to use the s~rvices of the Centre. Its scope of 
activity could also be expanded to provide 2n independent testing 
facility for carrying out analytical tens on pharmaceuticals on the 
urk~t in order to identify suspected sub-standard quality and 
counterfeit products. 

It is strongly recommended that the services of the Pharmaceutical Technology 
Servic·e-. Centre·, ·.rhich are provided, and by now actually delivered approximately 
150 governmental and private pharuceutical industry in Thailand, should be used 
for training Gf the professional staff of the Syrian pharmaceutical industry. It 
should be e11phAsized that the Centre, by reaching financial sustainability ,..ithin 

' 
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the first year of.its existence, by aid-1992, in this very competitive field, 
proved its. excellence and could offer Syrian pro{essionals a very intensive 
fellowship / study tour prograJ111De at a very reasonable price. · 

Finally, it should be noted that UNIDO has developed a technical cooperation 
pi:ograme on waste water treataent and biodegradation of organic pollutants 
generated by the pbamaceutica1 industry. Such a progra:me is being iapleaented 
in .Jordan. Since the project oi:i ~ntegrated Development of Pharmaceutical Industry 
in Syrian Arab Rep-.iblic is executed joindy with WO, it gives a very good 
exmaple for inter-~gency cooperation. FUrthemore, the techni~al and 
technological competence and industrial experienc~ of UNIDO can well be 
deJ10nstrated to WO and other United Nations agencies not only through the 
subject project in Syria but through any relevant programme or project of UNIDO 
in the pbanuiceutical and allied industries. 




